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Kurzzusammenfassung
Ökosysteme auf der ganzen Welt sind derzeit dramatischen Umweltveränderungen ausgesetzt. Die unmittelbare Folge davon sind erhöhte Aussterberaten.
Nahrungsnetze, also Netzwerke von Räuber-Beute-Interaktionen, tragen zu einem
grundlegenden Verständnis von Ökosystemen bei und unterstützen so die Identifizierung von sinnvollen Umweltschutzsmaßnahmen.
In dieser Arbeit untersuche ich evolutionäre Meta-Nahrungsnetze, also evolutionäre Netzwerke von Netzwerken. Die äußeren Netzwerke repräsentieren
dabei fragmentierte Landschaften von mehreren Habitaten. Die inneren Netzwerke beschreiben lokalisierte Nahrungsnetze auf diesen Habitaten. Neue Spezies
entstehen als Modifikationen von bereits extistierenden Spezies und die Populationsdynamik beschreibt, ob eine Spezies lebensfähig ist und wie sie mit anderen
interagiert. Außerdem sind die Spezies in der Lage zwischen den Habitaten zu migrieren. Im Gegensatz zu früheren Arbeiten, die sich entweder auf räumliche oder
auf evolutionäre Aspekte konzentrieren, berücksichtige ich beide und untersuche
deren Zusammenspiel.
Ich benutze zwei verschiedene Modelle für die Beschreibung der lokalen Dynamik. Das erste Modell wurde 2005 von Loeuille and Loreau vorgestellt [1].
Es charakterisiert eine Spezies ausschließlich durch ihre mittlere adulte Körpergröße. Die entstehenden Netzwerke zeigen eine regelmäßige Struktur und sind
bemerkenswert stabil. Meine Untersuchung diverser Modellvarianten zeigt, dass
ein Modell zwei Bedingungen erfüllen muss um realistischere Netzwerke zu generieren. Einerseits muss eine Spezies durch mehr als eine Eigenschaft beschrieben
werden und andererseits muss jede Eigenschaft auf einen realistischen Bereich
beschränkt werden.
Basierend auf diesen Ergebnissen stelle ich ein neues Modell vor. Es ist weniger
abstrakt als frühere Modelle, da alle Spezieseigenschaften eine klare biologische
Bedeutung haben. Die Spezies werden durch ihre mittlere adulte Körpergröße, die
Körpergröße ihrer bevorzugten Beute und die Breite ihres Beutespektrums charakterisiert. Die entstehenden Netzwerke zeigen viele unterschiedliche Strukturen
von unterschiedlicher Größe und haben ein hohes Maß an Ähnlichkeit mit empirischen Daten. Die Artenzusammensetzung ändert sich ständig. Allerdings werden keine großen Aussterbelawinen, in denen mehr als 50% der Spezies aussterben, beobachtet. Dies legt die Schlussfolgerung nahe, dass solche Massenaussterbeereignisse in der Erdgeschichte externe Auslöser hatten.
Wenn man das Modell von Loeuille und Loreau auf mehrere Habitate erweitert, dann zeigen sich Ergebnisse, die bereits aus anderen Studien ohne Evolution
bekannt sind. Erweitert man stattdessen das neue Modell um die räumliche Dimension, so ergibt sich ein viel breiteres Spektrum an Phänomenen. Indem ich
die Migrationstärke, die Migrationsart und die räumliche Topologie variiere, zeige
ich, dass die Kombination aus räumlichen und evolutionären Aspekten die Netzwerkstruktur und die Netzwerkstabilität anders beeinflusst als sie es einzeln tun
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würden. Erst das Zusammenspiel liefert neue Erkenntnisse darüber, welche Faktoren Ökosysteme trotz ständiger Änderung der Artenzusammensetzung oder der
räumlichen Umgebung stabilisieren.

Abstract
Ecosystems all over the world currently experience dramatic changes in their environment. The direct consequences are increased extinction rates. Food webs,
which are networks of predator-prey interactions, provide a basic understanding of
ecosystems and therefore help to identify reasonable conservation strategies.
In this thesis, I analyze evolutionary metacommunities, which can be modeled
as evolutionary networks of networks: The outer networks represent fragmented
landscapes of several habitats. The inner networks describe localized food webs
on these habitats. New species emerge as modifications of existing species and
population dynamics determines how the species interact and which species are
viable. Additionally, species are able to migrate between the habitats. In contrast
to previous studies that focus either on evolutionary or on spatial aspects, I include
both and investigate the interplay between them.
I use two different evolutionary food web models to describe the local dynamics.
The first model was introduced by Loeuille and Loreau in 2005 [1]. It characterizes a species by its average adult body mass, which is the only evolving trait. The
resulting networks show a regular pattern and are remarkably stable. My analysis
of several model variants reveals that a model has to fulfill two conditions to provide more realistic network structures: It should allow for the evolution of more
traits in addition to body mass and it should restrict each evolving trait to realistic
boundaries.
Based on these results, I introduce a new model. It is less abstract than earlier models of this type in the sense that all evolving traits have a clear biological
meaning. The species are characterized by their average adult body mass, their
preferred prey body mass, and the width of their potential prey body mass spectrum. The resulting networks cover a wide range of sizes and structures and show
a high similarity to natural food webs. They exhibit a continuous species turnover.
However, massive extinction waves that affect more than 50% of the network are
not observed, suggesting that corresponding events in earth’s history had external
causes.
Metacommunities built with the model by Loeuille and Loreau show several results that are already known from non-evolving metacommunity studies. In comparison, metacommunities built with the new model show a much broader range
of phenomena. By varying migration strength, migration type and spatial topology,
I demonstrate that the combination of evolution and dispersal affects the structure
and stability of food webs differently than each of them alone. The understanding of the interplay between evolution and dispersal leads to new insights into the
factors that stabilize ecosystems despite changes in the spatial environment or the
species composition.
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1 Introduction
This chapter provides a theoretical background to my work. At first, I present a
motivation and an overview of the different approaches that have already been
taken in the analysis of ecosystems, see section 1.1 and 1.2. A brief overview of the
structure and the key ideas of my thesis can be found in section 1.3.

1.1 Motivation
The complexity of ecosystems and the enormous biodiversity on earth has fascinated researchers for more than a hundred years now [2]. The interest in ecosystems exceeds simple curiosity, since human life is part of and depends on intact
ecosystems. They provide us with food, resources and regulate our climate. Other
examples of so-called ecosystem services are O2 -production, carbon storage, pollination, erosion control, storm protection and recreation [3].
Unfortunately, ecosystems all over the world currently experience dramatic
changes in their environments. Human impacts can severely disrupt ecosystems,
as shown for example in a recent study by Yeakel et al. [4]. The authors used
historical information of species extinctions in order to reconstruct the collapse of
an ecological network in Ancient Egypt. Climate change, habitat loss and habitat
fragmentation due to agricultural land use has led to increasing extinction rates
[5, 6], which could be harbingers of the sixth big mass extinction in earth’s history
[7, 8].
The loss of biodiversity due to disturbances in the environment is typically accompanied with a loss of ecosystem services [3]. The exact consequences of such
a biotic crisis are difficult to predict, but certainly dramatic and likely to persist
for millions of years [9]. Gaining a basic understanding of ecosystems, before irreversible collapses take place, is therefore of utmost importance in order to conserve
these systems.
The focus of this thesis is on the influences of changes in the species composition
and the spatial environment on the structure and stability of ecosystems. From
a theoretical perspective, ecosystems can be described as food webs, which are
networks of interacting species [10]. This network approach has many interfaces
to theoretical physics. For instance, the analysis of extinction avalanches and the
evolution of whole ecosystems is often based on methods from statistical physics
[11]. The investigation of food webs provides insights into the structure and the
dynamics of ecosystems. Food webs can thus help to predict their responses to
changes in the environment or in the species composition.

1

1.2 Food webs as models of ecosystems
First, I would like to introduce some general ideas on food web analysis and some
simple models, see subsection 1.2.1. In the following, I summarize the historical
background of the diversity stability debate, see subsection 1.2.2. Recently, two
new perspectives of food web analysis were introduced that include either evolutionary or spatial aspects, see subsections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4. The combination of both
perspectives leads to the concept of evolutionary metacommunities, introduced in
subsection 1.2.5, which is the major subject of my thesis.

1.2.1 What is a food web?

Figure 1.1.: Schematic food web of 9 species: The nodes represent species and the edges represent
feeding links from prey to predator.

Food webs are models of ecosystems and describe them as networks of interacting
species that focus on feeding relationships as the most important type of interactions [10]. Fig. 1.1 shows such a schematic food web, where the nodes represent
species and the edges represent feeding links from prey to predator. The vertical
position of a species represents its trophic position, which can be calculated in several ways. It indicates the number of times chemical energy is transformed from a
consumer’s diet into a consumer’s biomass along the food chains that lead to the
species [12].
References for several food web models can be found in the next subsection.
Often, the population size of a species i is described via its biomass density Bi . The
population dynamics can then be calculated via differential equations that capture
the growth and loss terms due to predation, competition, respiration etc. A food
web can hence be described by a set of coupled differential equations.
2

A simple approach for the population dynamics is to use Lotka Volterra equations:
dBi
dt


= Bi  bi +


X

ai j B j  ,

(1.1)

j

where bi is either a positive growth rate for basal species, or a negative death
rate for other species, and where ai j describes the interactions between the species
[10]. The functional response in this approach is linear and does not depend on the
biomass densities of predator or prey species. This simple approach hence does not
account for predator saturation or predator interference. More realistic functional
responses were discussed for example by Skallski and Gilliam in 2001 [13].
The network structure in most food web models is either extracted from empirical
data or generated by some simple stochastic algorithm. One example of a model
that provides such an algorithm is the cascade model [14, 15]. In this model,
each species is characterized by an index i. With a constant probability, a predator
species can prey on a species with a lower index. Preying on a species with a higher
index is not possible. In comparison to the earlier studied random graphs, where
each species can in principle prey on every other species, this cascading structure
already covers several realistic patterns of food webs.
Another well-known model is the niche model by Williams and Martinez [16].
Similar to the cascade model, species are characterized by a "niche value" and
hence sorted along the "niche axis". Additionally, a species is characterized by
two more traits (feeding center and feeding range) that specify an interval on
the niche axis. The species can hence consume those species that have a niche
value within this interval. Prey species with similar niche values often share predators, leading to more realistic network structures. The feeding center of a species is
typically smaller than its niche value. However, since its feeding range can exceed
its niche value, the model allows for predation on prey species with higher niche
values. This relaxes the strict hierarchy of the cascade model.

1.2.2 Historical background
The factors that stabilize food webs have been investigated since the seminal work
by May in 1972 [17]. It suggested the conclusion that more complex food webs
are less stable, which stands in contrast to observations in nature. This paradox
is known as the diversity-stability debate [18]. However, it is criticized that May
analyzed randomly constructed communities with randomly assigned interaction
strengths.
Since then, various food web models have been introduced and many authors
have shown that models for complex food webs can indeed be stable. This can be
the case when empirically consistent food web topologies and interaction strength
3

distributions are used, as done by Yodzis [19], de Ruiter et al. [20] and Neutel et al.
[21, 22]. Food webs can also be stable, when stability is not equated with dynamics
going to a fixed point, but with species persistence, as for example investigated by
Brose et al. [23], Williams and Martinez [24] and Kartascheff et al. [25].
Two important mechanisms were found to enhance the stability of food webs.
The first is adaptive foraging, analyzed for example by Kondoh [26] and Uchida
and Drossel [27]. It causes predators to turn away from prey species with a small
population size and hence releases pressure on threatened species. The second
mechanism are body-mass structures of larger species being on higher trophic
levels than smaller ones. Larger animals have a slower metabolism than smaller
animals so that the biomass flow reduces from lower to higher trophic levels. Such
allometric effects have been analyzed for example by Brose et al. [23], Rall et al.
[28] and Kartascheff et al. [29]. Both effects interact positively, so that the combination of both mechanisms leads to even more stable food webs, as demonstrated
by Heckmann et al. [30].
The models mentioned so far capture many realistic properties of ecosystems.
Nevertheless, like all models, they represent an idealization of real ecosystems.
They consider a static species composition, ignoring temporal changes in the composition of the network due to species turnover. Moreover, they provide a mean
field description, integrating the feeding relationships across the whole spatial extent of the system. However, introducing species turnover and spatial aspects into
food web analysis leads to a wide range of new phenomena (or new explanations
for already known phenomena), as summarized in the next subsections.

1.2.3 Introducing species turnover: Evolutionary food web models

Initialize
network
structure

Add
new
species

Calculate
population
dynamics

One or more
species go extinct
All species
survive

New
network
structure

Figure 1.2.: Schematic algorithm of evolutionary food web models.
The food web structure in the models mentioned so far is imposed by hand and
not emergent. However, real food webs are not produced by a generative algorithm, but have been shaped by their evolutionary history [31]. They show an
ongoing species turnover: new species occur by immigration and speciation and
other species vanish due to extinction. Yet, they are surprisingly stable in terms of
long term persistence of the system as a whole.
Even without human interference or other catastrophic causes and apart from
evolutionary suicide due to runaway selection [32], biological extinctions occur
4

due to intrinsic processes, i.e., the dynamic trophic and competitive interactions
among species [33, 34]. The stability of food webs in terms of resistance to extinction waves after a perturbation (such as the removal or addition of a species), thus
depends on the network structure of these interactions between the species [35].
Conversely, also the network structure results from species extinctions and additions. Understanding the interplay of food web structure and stability has therefore
been identified as one of the most important questions in ecology [36].
A review on studies where evolutionary processes significantly affect the dynamics of populations, communities and ecosystems was presented by Fussmann et al.
in 2007 [37]. Early attempts concentrated on the effect of co-evolution of twospecies predator-prey systems. This work has been subsequently extended in order
to study the eco-evolutionary dynamics of multi-species communities and the evolutionary emergence of whole ecosystems. During the last years, several models were
introduced that include evolutionary dynamics as shown in fig. 1.2 in addition to
population dynamics (see references below):
On a time scale much slower than population dynamics, new species, which are
typically modeled as modifications of existing species, are added to the system.
These new species can be interpreted either as invaders from another, not explicitly
considered spatial region or as arising from a speciation process. If such a new
species is able to establish itself in the network, it changes the environment for the
already existent species in the sense that those species gain a new predator, prey
or competitor species. These changes may threaten species that now experience
a higher competition or predation pressure. Population dynamics then determines
which species are still viable and which ones go extinct. Subsequently, also secondary extinction can occur, if a species loses one or more prey species.
The food web structure in such models emerges and evolves from the interplay
between population dynamics and species addition. Evolutionary food web models give insights into the conditions under which complex network structures can
emerge and persist in face of ongoing species turnover. They are thus fundamentally different from species assembly models, which have been studied for a longer
time and which are based on a fixed species pool from which species are added to
a smaller habitat.
The probably best studied evolutionary food web model with population dynamics is the webworld model [38, 39, 40, 41, 42], which bases the interaction between
species on a vector of traits that can mutate. The model gives realistic network
structures when adaptive foraging is included. Another model that uses trait vectors is the matching model [43], which was later extended to include population
dynamics [44].
The extensive studies performed on the webworld model have shown that the
emergence of complex food webs in evolutionary food web models is highly nontrivial and depends on the choice of the rules for population dynamics, as discussed
by Drossel et al. [40]. Similar results were obtained in a study of an evolution5

ary version of the niche model [45], which allows for the evolution of three traits
(niche value, center and width of feeding range) and produces complex, realistic
food webs when allometric scaling and adaptive foraging are taken into account.
In 2005, Loeuille and Loreau [1] introduced the probably simplest successful
evolutionary food web model. A species is specified by its body mass, which is the
only evolving trait. The feeding and competition interactions are determined by
differences in body mass. More examples of evolutionary food web models can be
found in chapter 2, where I study the remarkable stability of this particular model,
and in chapter 4, where I introduce a new model that is able to generate more
realistic food web structures.

1.2.4 Introducing space: The metacommunity concept

Figure 1.3.: Schematic metacommunity of four habitats coupled by migration links (dashed lines).
The species are able to interact locally and to migrate between the habitats.

The evolutionary food web models presented in the previous subsection provide
valuable insights into the emergence and the evolution of food web structure, but
they typically fail to consider the influence of spatial aspects. However, an ecosystem is usually not an isolated system but coupled to other ecosystems. Recently,
Bauer and Hoye reviewed the influence of migratory animals on the biodiversity and ecosystem functioning [46]. Those species cover remarkable distances
in search for example for better feeding or reproduction environments. They interact trophically with the local species in several habitats as predator or prey species
and hence represent a link between several ecosystems. Moreover, they can be
carriers of nutrients, energy, toxicants, propagules, parasites etc. The examples
summarized in the work by Bauer and Hoye highlight the need to include space
into the analysis of food webs.
In order to go beyond mean-field models, various approaches have been taken to
introduce space into food web models. If space can be described as discrete habi6

tats, one obtains "networks of networks". A schematic example of such a system is
shown in fig. 1.3. The outer network represents the spatial landscape consisting of
several habitats, whereas the connections between them represent possible routes
for dispersal. A river with barrages results for example in a chain topology and
a ring of habitats can occur along island shores. More complex spatial networks
might represent archipelagos or a system of waterbodies connected by streams and
canals. The inner networks describe localized food webs on these habitats, the
connections between species representing feeding relationships.
The described networks of networks approach is known from other disciplines
under many different names, as recently reviewed by Kivelä et al. [47]. However,
in ecology, studies on such metacommunities are still underrepresented. The need
to study spatially extended food webs has been highlighted not only by Bauer and
Hoye [46], but also by several other authors [5, 6, 48, 49].
Most studies of spatial ecosystems concentrate on simple (non-evolving) topologies of the inner network, such as food chains [50] or small food web motifs of two
[51, 52] or three [53, 54, 55, 56, 57] species in space. Ristl studied a diamond
motif of four species [58] and found that the spatial topology of the outer network
has a major impact on the robustness of the networks. A generalized modeling
approach revealed a broad spectrum of different spatial effects, even when only a
metapopulation of one single species is taken into account [59].
Single species and food web motifs are typically embedded in larger food webs.
However, so far there exist only few investigations of larger food webs in space,
both empirical [60, 61, 62, 63] and theoretical [64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. The analysis
of large metacommunities deserves special attention, since it provides new insights
into the diversity-stability debate. For example, Gravel et al. [69] observed complex
food webs that were locally prone to extinction. Nevertheless, their complexity
was observed to promote their persistence through regional dynamics. Pillai et al.
also observed the emergence of complex food webs in space [70]. Their model
considered complete competitive exclusion of inferior competitors from a given
resource and within a given patch. The only way two species that potentially feed
on the same resource can coexist within this patch is if one species is an omnivore
and the other a generalist, here defined as feeding either on several trophic levels
or on several patches, respectively. Therefore, very simple networks emerge locally,
but complex networks can emerge through spatial aggregation of those local food
chains.

1.2.5 Evolutionary metacommunities
The studies mentioned so far focus either on spatial aspects under the assumption that the species composition is static or on evolutionary dynamics and species
turnover without considering space. Mooney and Cleland compiled a list of observed evolutionary consequences of the biotic rearrangements since the Age of
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Exploration [71]. Immigration of alien species and changes in the spatial environment can thus be drivers of evolutionary processes. Real metacommunities
therefore show a long-term behavior that can not be explained with the above
mentioned metacommunity models. Also several other authors have emphasized
that combining the spatial and the evolutionary perspective on ecosystems is essential for a better understanding of coexistence and diversity [61, 72, 73, 74, 75].
It is well known that including a spatial dimension in evolutionary models enables
the coexistence of species or strategies that would otherwise exclude each other
[76]. This is due to the formation of dynamical waves in which the competitors
cyclically replace each other, or to the formation of local clusters that cannot easily
be invaded from outside.
The persistence of species due to an interplay of evolution and dispersal was also
observed in another study: Moya-Laraño et al. used an individual-based approach
to study a metacommunity of 20 species in a patchy beech forest soil environment
[77]. The authors varied the distance of the patches and the connectance of the
local food webs. The study again highlights the urgent need to study the interplay
between evolution and dispersal. However, evolution in this study affects only the
13 species traits that characterize the species, e.g. body size, sprint speed, metabolic
rates etc. The emergence of new species according to speciation events and hence
species turnover and the evolution of the food web as a whole is not taken into
account.
The same holds for a study by Loeuille and Leibold, who introduced a metacommunity with two plant and two consumer species on twelve patches [78], where
one of the plant species had evolving defense strategies. In two other evolutionary
metacommunity studies, the same authors analyzed settings with changing local
conditions [79] or with local negative feedback between the species and their environment [80]. These three studies by Loeuille and Leibold again provide results
(e.g. the emergence of morphs) that arise from the interplay of evolution and dispersal and that would not occur in a setting where either evolution or dispersal
is absent. More examples of evolutionary metacommunities will be discussed in
chapter 3 and 5.

1.3 About this work
Up to now, studies on larger evolutionary metacommunities with many species on
several trophic levels in complex spatial environments are extremely sparse. The
goal of the present work is to fill this void. I extend the "network of networks"approach explained in subsection 1.2.4 by including an evolutionary algorithm as
explained in subsection 1.2.3. The results are "evolutionary networks of networks":
Locally, species emerge, interact and go extinct according to an evolutionary food
web model. Additionally, species are able to migrate between several habitats.
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This work contains results from four independent studies. Each of these studies
is represented in one chapter and the chapters are linked as follows.
Before building evolutionary metacommunities, it is at first necessary to understand the properties and capabilities of evolutionary food web models without spatial influences. My starting point is therefore the well-known evolutionary food
web model by Loeuille and Loreau [1]. In chapter 2, I study the original model as
well as several model modifications in order to identify the conditions which must
be met to build a successful evolutionary food web model. The results from this
first study play an important role in chapter 3, where I present results of evolutionary metacommunities using this particular evolutionary model to describe the local
dynamics. The detailed knowledge about the original model helps to identify the
effects driven by spatial influences and coming from an interplay between space
and evolution.
The thorough investigations of this model and of model extensions show that it
has several peculiarities. A more realistic evolutionary food web model is introduced in chapter 4. It is analyzed in detail and compared both to the first model
and to empirical data. In contrast to the model by Loeuille and Loreau, it is able
to produce networks with large extinction events and continuous species turnover.
Therefore, its time dependent behavior (with and without space) shows a much
broader spectrum of phenomena. In chapter 5, I present results of metacommunities built with this new evolutionary model. The focus of this study is on the
question how the spatial coupling of food webs (for example when building canals
between waterbodies) changes their diversity and functioning.
An overview of the results from these four studies can be found in chapter 6.
There, also a collection of questions that arose from my work and led to further
research topics can be found.
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2 When do evolutionary food web models generate complex networks?
This chapter is based on results from my article "When do evolutionary food web
models generate complex networks?". The article was co-authored by Barbara
Drossel as my supervisor and published in the Journal of Theoretical Biology in
2013 [81].
In this study, I analyze the well-known evolutionary food web model by Louille
and Loreau [1] as an example in order to discuss a rather general question: What is
needed to build a successful evolutionary food web model? The knowledge about
this particular model will be revisited in chapter 3, when discussing evolutionary
metacommunities built with this model. The general insights into the emergence of
complex networks will be used in the set-up of a new evolutionary food web model,
see chapter 4.

2.1 Introduction
In subsection 1.2.3, an overview of serveral successful evolutionary food web models is given. However, the emergence of complex food webs in such models is highly
nontrivial. Some past attempts to set up an evolutionary model lead to repeated
network collapse instead of persisting complex networks [82]. Some authors avoid
food web collapses by including a sufficiently large rate at which new species are
introduced [83]. Other authors achieve complex networks only by including mutualistic interactions in addition to feeding interactions [84, 85], leading to complex
networks dominated by mutualists. Other attempts lead to trivial network structures, like simple food chains in the evolving niche model [45] or a single trophic
level in the webworld model [40]. In both models, adaptive foraging was required
in order to obtain more complex networks.
Here, I re-evaluate the model introduced by Louille and Loreau [1]. It was introduced in 2005 and is probably the simplest successful evolutionary food web
model. In contrast to other well-known models, like the matching model [43, 44]
or the webworld model [38, 39, 40], which describe a species by a vector of many
abstract traits, a species in this model is specified only by its body mass. This
makes the model less abstract and easily comparable to empirical data. It therefore attracted considerable attention and was subsequently modified and extended
by several authors. For example, a version with gradual evolution was studied by
Brännström et al in 2011 [86]. Another recent extension of the model, which allows
for the niche width to evolve in addition to body mass and thus produces a larger
variety of networks than the original model, was suggested in 2009 by Ingram et
al. [87].
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Remarkably, the original model generates stable food web structures of various
sizes that show many realistic network properties - despite its simplicity and despite
the fact that it does not include two prominent features considered important for
food-web stability, namely adaptive behavior and full allometric scaling of growth
and loss terms with body mass.
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the reasons for this remarkable
stability in order to get a better understanding of what is generally necessary in
evolutionary food web models to generate complex networks. For this purpose, I
study the original model (section 2.2) as well as various modifications concerning
changes in the population dynamics and in the evolutionary rules (section 2.3). In
particular those modifications that allow for evolutionary changes of the center and
the width of the feeding range in addition to the evolution of body mass can lead to
dramatic changes in the resulting network structures. The results suggest that it is
essential to constrain the evolution of these quantities such that neither extremely
well adapted specialists nor generalists with extremely broad feeding ranges can occur, or, if they occur, usually fare worse than intermediate species and can therefore
not become established.
Finally, in section 2.4, I discuss the implications of our findings and argue that
the conditions that stabilize other evolutionary food web models (e.g. adaptive foraging or allometric scaling) have similar effects. They also prevent the occurrence
of extreme specialists or extreme generalists that in general have a higher fitness
than species with moderate feeding parameters.

2.2 The original model by Loeuille and Loreau
In the following, the original model is introduced and some typical simulation runs
are presented. The simulations presented here have the purpose to provide a basic
understanding of evolving food webs. A quantitative analysis of the resulting network structures can be found in chapter 4, where this model will be revisited and
compared to the new evolutionary model.

2.2.1 Model description
The model by Loeuille and Loreau [1] includes population dynamics on the one
hand and the introduction of new species via modification of existing species on the
other. Because such "mutation" events are very rare, population dynamics typically
reaches an attractor before the introduction of a new species. Thus, ecological and
evolutionary time scales can be seen as separate.
Here and in the following chapter I use the nomenclature introduced by Loeuille
and Loreau for better comparision with their original work. Note that it differs from
the nomenclature used to describe the new model in chapter 4 and 5.
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Population dynamics is based on the body mass x i of a species i ∈ {1, ..., n} as its
only key trait. Species are sorted such that body mass increases with index number.
Production efficiency f and mortality rate m scale with body masses according to
the allometric relations f (x i ) = f0 x i−0.25 and m(x i ) = m0 x i−0.25 . The population
dynamics of species i with biomass density Ni is modeled by
dNi
dt

= f (x i )

i−1
X

γi j Ni N j

(predation input)

j=0

− m(x i )Ni
n
X
−
αi j Ni N j
−

j=1
n
X

(mortality)
(competition)

γ ji Ni N j

(predation loss) .

(2.1)

j=i+1

The function γi j in eq. (2.1) is a Gaussian function describing the rate with which
predator i consumes prey j. A predator can only consume prey with a smaller body
mass than its own. The most favored prey has a body mass difference d to the
predator. The standard deviation s of the Gaussian is a measure of the degree of
specialization:
γ0
γi j = γ(x i − x j ) = p
exp
s 2π



−(x i − x j − d)2
s2


.

(2.2)

The function αi j in eq. (2.1) describes the interference competition between
species with similar body masses and hence similar feeding preferences. Its strength
is αi j = α(|x i − x j |) = α0 if |x i − x j | ≤ β, and zero otherwise.
Note that the feeding parameters d and s do not depend on the body mass and
have the same value for all species. Since this Gaussian consumption rate is in
principle infinitely large, one has to introduce a cutoff criterion for links that are
too weak to be regarded as existent. Loeuille and Loreau used a threshold of 15%
of the maximum attack rate in their analysis. The cutoff rule is irrelevant for the
investigations in this chapter, but will be revisited in more detail in chapter 4.
Energy input into the system is provided by an external resource of “body mass”
x 0 = 0 and total biomass N0 . This resource grows according to a constant input
of inorganic nutrient I and decreases due to an outflow eN0 , in addition to being
consumed by the other species. Furthermore, the resource increases due to the re12

cycling of a proportion v of the biomass loss implied in the expressions for mortality,
competition and predation,
dN0
dt

= I − eN0 −

n
X

γi0 Ni N0 + v

i=1

+v

n X
n
X
i=1 j=1

αi j Ni N j + v

n
X

m(x i )Ni

j=1
n X
i−1
X


1 − f (x i ) γi j Ni N j .

(2.3)

i=1 j=0

Starting from a single ancestor species of body mass x 1 = d, the food web is
gradually built up by including evolutionary dynamics in addition to the population
dynamics. A new species is introduced with a “mutation” rate of 10−6 per unit mass
and unit time. If a mutation occurs in population i, the new species has a body mass
drawn randomly from the interval [0.8x i , 1.2x i ]. The initial biomass density of a
mutant is also the extinction threshold for all species. So only mutants with a
positive growth rate can add successfully to the system, those with negative growth
rate go extinct immediately.
I used the C-language and the Runge-Kutta-Fehlerberg algorithm provided by the
GNU Scientific library [88] to perform my computer simulations. I chose all parameters as in the original work by Loeuille and Loreau except for the initial biomass
density, which was increased to 10−6 . This has no influence on the general results,
but allows for a lower computational accuracy and therefore faster calculations.
Simulations are typically run for a total time of 2 · 108 units or longer. For comparison, the generation time of a species with body mass x i = 2 and m0 = 0.1 is of the
x 0.25

1
i
= m
≈ 12 time units. In the realizations of the model, generation
order of m(x
i)
0
times between 1 and 20 time units occurred.

2.2.2 Typical simulations
In their original article, Loeuille and Loreau demonstrated that their model is able
to produce a large variety of robust networks, depending on the model parameters.
They identified the niche width s and the competition strength α0 as the most
important parameters that affect the structure of the networks. When the niche
width s is smaller and when the competition strength α0 is smaller, the trophic
levels are more distinct, as can be seen from their fig. 2 and their evaluation of
the trophic structure. Furthermore, the statistical analysis in their fig. 3 shows that
while the total biomass remains approximately constant if α0 is not too small, the
number of species increases with increasing α0 and increasing niche width s. The
chain length and thus the number of trophic levels is not very sensitive to the two
parameters, if α0 is not too small.
My own computer simulations confirm these observations. These trends are illustrated in the pictures of the resulting food web structures shown in fig. 2.1.
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(a)

(b)
(b)

(c)
(c)

(d)
(d)

Figure 2.1.: Evolution of body masses and corresponding networks after 2 · 108 time units generated with the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1]. Vertices represent species, with the
radius scaling logarithmically with population size. Arrows point from prey to their
predator, with the width scaling logarithmically with the consumption rate. The vertical position of a species in the network represents its flow-based trophic position,
which is the averaged weighted position of the prey plus one [12]. Parameter values:
f0 = 0.3, m0 = 0.1, γ0 = 1, d = 2, I = 10, e = 0.1, v = 0.5; (a): s2 /d = 1/2, α0 = 0.1,
β = 0.25; (b): s2 /d = 5/2, α0 = 0.1, β = 0.25; (c): s2 /d = 1/2, α0 = 0.02, β = 0.25;
(d): s2 /d = 1/2, α0 = 0.1, β = 0.05. Network visualizations here and in the following
are based on graph-tool (http://graph-tool.skewed.de).
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If the feeding range is narrow (s < d), only species with body masses that are
approximately a multiple of d find enough prey to survive. These species with
x ≈ l · d consume those with x ≈ (l − 1) · d. They have a trophic position of approximately l + 1, if the resource represents the first trophic level. Subfigures (a),
(c) and (d) show this pronounced trophic level structure. For larger feeding range
s, species feed from a broader range of prey and the trophic levels merge, as shown
in subfigure (b).
The competition strength α0 has an important influence on the resulting network
since it limits population sizes. Smaller values of α0 imply larger populations and
therefore less populations on a given trophic level (see subfigure (c)), because the
energy provided by the resource can support only a certain total biomass. In agreement with Loeuille and Loreau, I found that with no competition at all, α0 = 0, the
network structure is chain-like.
In addition to s and α0 , also the competition range β plays an important role, see
subfigure (d). To avoid competition, species keep a minimum body mass difference
of β, allowing for more species on a trophic level when β is smaller. This is consistent with a mean field calculation performed for a similar model by Lässig et al.
[89].
The network visualizations in fig. 2.1 illustrate the trends to merging levels with
increasing s and to more species with increasing α0 or decreasing β. They also
demonstrate the capability of the model to reproduce statistical properties of a
broad variety of empirical food webs. However, these pictures also reveal unrealistic features of the model:
In all cases examined, the network consists of a few (typically three or four)
trophic levels above the resource, each with a few species feeding on all those in
the level below and being eaten by all those in the level above. The body mass
difference between the levels equals approximately the feeding distance d, and
the body mass difference between the species is not smaller than the competition
range β. Species with body masses very close to a multiple of d are in the center
of a trophic level. They have the best feeding conditions and hence the largest
population sizes compared to other species of the same level. This regular, uniform
structure, which is clearly visible in fig. 2.1, is due to the fact that species differ by
only one trait and have the same values of the feeding parameters d and s and the
competition parameters α0 and β.
In our simulations we also observed that species turnover is very low. Once such
a structure has emerged, it persists over time without further changes. After the
network has reached its final structure only small changes occur, where a species is
replaced by a slightly different one, and no other species goes extinct subsequent to
the creation of the new species. Due to the regular, predictable network structure,
larger changes of the network cannot occur.
A modification of this model where the niche width s can evolve within certain
limits was introduced by Ingram et al. [87] . It produces less uniform networks that
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contain omnivores and specialists. The level of omnivory turned out to be higher
when the range over which the niche width varies is larger. The authors found
that in this case the species turnover is also faster and the temporal fluctuation in
species number is larger.

2.3 Model variants
In order to identify the factors that are responsible for the high stability and regularity of the model by Loeuille and Loreau, I present several model versions with
changes in the population dynamics (subsection 2.3.1) and in the evolutionary rules
(subsection 2.3.2).

2.3.1 Modified population dynamics
In other evolutionary food web models, the emergence of complex network structures depends on various features of the population dynamics equations, such as
allometric scaling and adaptive behavior [40, 45]. In order to test to what extent
this is also the case in the model by Loeuille and Loreau, I modified the population
dynamics in several ways.
Loeuille and Loreau already noted that replacing the linear functional response
by a Holling type II term, which accounts for predator saturation, does not change
the qualitative results and I confirm this observation. Ingram et al. [87] also replaced the box-shaped competition function with a Gaussian and they reported no
changes in the model behavior. Furthermore, I investigated a version of the model
without allometric scaling, setting the production efficiency and the mortality rate
to constant values f (x i ) = f0 and m(x i ) = m0 . The change in the results is negligible. This is at first sight surprising, since it is known that allometric scaling has
a considerable stabilizing effects on food web dynamics. However, a closer consideration reveals that even in the original model by Loeuille and Loreau allometric
scaling has barely any influence, because all body masses x i in this model are in
the range of 2 ≤ x i ≤ 8. The factors by which the production efficiency and the
mortality rate vary between species are thus in the small interval from 8−0.25 ≈ 0.60
to 2−0.25 ≈ 0.84.
Finally, I deactivated the recycling loop in the equation for the resource (2.3).
This modification simply decreases the total amount of available biomass in the
system. However, just like the previously mentioned modifications, it does not
affect the main mechanism outlined in the previous subsection that species within
the same trophic level are spaced at a distance β on the body mass axis, and that
the distance between trophic levels is around d.
All these findings mean that the food web structure produced with the model
by Loeuille and Loreau is robust with respect to modifications of the population
dynamical rules. In contrast, the evolutionary rules have a strong influence on the
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structure and stability of the model. In the next subsection, I show that a change of
the evolutionary rules such that the feeding distance d and the feeding range s can
evolve, destroys the robustness of the model.

2.3.2 Modified evolutionary rules
In order to relieve the strong constraint that all species have identical parameter
values (apart from body mass), I studied a version of the model where the feeding
parameters d and s can evolve, so that each species obtains its own feeding distance
di and its own feeding range si . This model version is similar to the evolutionary
niche model [45], which also allows for the evolution of three parameters that
determine the feeding relationships.
If a mutation occurs in population i, the new traits s j and d j of the mutant population j are drawn randomly from an interval of size ±10 % around the traits of
the parent species i. Its body mass x j is drawn randomly from an interval of size
±20 % around x i , as before. With these modifications, the consumption rate is now
 
2 
x i − x j − di
γ0
.
exp −
γi j = p
si
si 2π

(2.4)

With this change, the body masses of the species are no longer restricted to small
multiples of the feeding distance d, as explained in subsection 2.2.2. In particular, species with big body masses can be viable if their feeding distance di is
also large, so that species with much smaller body mass are within their feeding
interval. Thus, the possible body masses span a much wider range and I therefore made the competition range β dependent on body mass, α(|x i − x j |) = α0 if
|x i − x j | < 0.1 · max(x i , x j ). Otherwise, the competition range would be negligible
for species with big body masses, leading to competition only between conspecifics
and to the coexistence of unrealistically large numbers of species with big body
masses.
Again, all simulations started with a single ancestor feeding on the external resource. Parameter values given in the caption of fig. 2.1 remained unchanged or
served as initial values (except for β). The new mutation rules lead to longer simulation times, which made it necessary to increase the mutation rate to 10−5 . This
is still rare enough that population dynamics typically reach an attractor before the
next mutation occurs.

Two evolving traits
At first, I analyzed the influence of the two new evolving traits separately. With
constant predator-prey-distance di = 2 for all species but individual feeding ranges
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2.: Evolution of body masses with the modified model by Loeuille and Loreau, where
either si or di evolve in addition to the body mass x i . Parameter values given in fig.
2.1 remain unchanged or serve as initial values (except for β , see subsection 2.3.2). (a):
The evolving traits are the body mass x i and the feeding range si . (b): The evolving
traits are the body mass x i and the predator-prey distance di .

si (fig. 2.2 (a)), only species with body masses of d, 2d, 3d etc have a chance to
survive the initial simulation stages. This is because highly adapted specialists with
small si , that have a body mass that is larger by di = 2 than the body mass of their
prey, obtain more energy from their prey than less adapted species with a larger
feeding range. Therefore, si evolves towards zero. Competition then leads to only
one species per trophic level and the food web becomes a simple food chain.
These simulations are similar to the case c = 0 in the model version studied by
Ingram et al [87], and the authors report indeed that in the case c = 0, where there
is no preferred feeding range s0 , food webs that are complex collapse eventually,
with all species going extinct. But they do not observe simple food chains, probably because the Holling type 2 functional response limits the population sizes of
perfectly adapted predators so that generalists can evolve.
In the opposite case, where feeding ranges are constant, si = 1 for all species
but predator-prey distances di evolve (fig. 2.2 (b)), the regular network structure
observed with fixed di is destroyed. Now every species with a suitable predatorprey distance, regardless of its body mass, can be viable. Those species feeding on
the external resource have clear advantages against higher level species, because
their direct link to the resource provides a large energy input that cannot go extinct.
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This leads to a network structure where many species with a considerable range of
body masses feed exclusively on the resource and where only very few second level
species occur.
We conclude that when either si or di evolves, simple network structures emerge,
and the previously observed complex structures cannot occur any more.

Three evolving traits
When both parameters are allowed to evolve, the final network structures are again
simple, with only a few species feeding on the resource. However, evolution can
go through complex intermediate stages before the final structure is obtained. An
example of a simulation run is shown in fig. 2.3. After an initial period of strong
diversification a network with approximately 25 species persists for a long time
until most species suddenly disappear in an extinction avalanche at t ≈ 2.4 · 108 .
To explain this, I analyzed the network structures of this specific run at different
stages of the evolutionary process. Other simulation runs are similar, although
of course the precise moments in time at which transitions occur differ between
simulations.
Like in the original model, the network emerges from a single ancestor species.
Examples for complex intermediate network structures are also shown in fig. 2.3.
Some predators are already highly specialized on a single prey, whereas others
are omnivores and have several but weaker links to their prey. The dominating
trend during evolution is a decreasing width of the feeding range (decreasing value
of si ), which implies an increase of the maximum consumption rate. Just as in
the case where only si evolved and di was fixed, specialists have an advantage
over omnivores and even over other, less adapted specialists. Thus, the omnivores
become replaced with time and the links in the network get fewer and stronger.
A broom-like structure with well adapted species emerges. This structure can be
interpreted as a combination of the results of the two cases where only one of
the feeding parameters evolves, see fig. 2.2. The variable predator-prey distance
causes a species-rich second trophic level, whereas the variable feeding range favors
the emergence of specialists and hence of food chains. The "hairs" of the broom
eventually collapse to a length of 1 because a predator can lose its prey when the
prey species gets replaced by a mutant. At t ≈ 1.5 · 106 all remaining species in
the system are highly specialized on the resource and no higher trophic levels are
occupied.
In this situation, a small body mass implies a high production efficiency and
therefore a big population size and a high probability to mutate. Consequently,
after the collapse to only one trophic level, the body masses tend to become ever
smaller. This may lead to problems, if the production efficiencies become larger
than 1. However, since this process is very slow, it is not shown in fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3.: Evolution of body masses with the modified model by Loeuille and Loreau where si
and di evolve in addition to x i . Parameter values given in fig. 2.1 remain unchanged
or serve as initial values (except for β , see subsection 2.3.2). The network structures
correspond to the time points indicated by vertical lines. A transient complex structure
emerges from a single ancestor species.
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In the model version with a fixed competition range β = 0.25, mutants of species
with small body masses are automatically in the competition range of their parent
species and go extinct immediately, so body masses are restricted downwards. In a
model version where each species is chosen to become a parent species of a mutant
with the same (biomass independent) probability, the trend to ever smaller body
masses does not occur either.
As a final investigation, I tried to prevent the emergence of ever more specialized
predators by studying a scenario where the maximum consumption rate is fixed
and only the width of the Gaussian function evolves,
 
2 
x
−
x
−
d
γ
i
j
i
0
.
· exp −
γ0i j = p
si
2π

(2.5)

Now, omnivores receive a clear advantage because the feeding range can be in
principle arbitrarily wide and include arbitrary many prey species. The resulting
networks are dominated by species with ever larger body mass and with feeding
ranges as large as their own body mass, so that they are able to consume all smaller
species and the resource. As a consequence, small species with few prey have more
and more predators and go extinct eventually.
This unrealistic phenomenon can be avoided by introducing foraging efforts according to
γ0i j
· γ0i j .
(2.6)
γi j = Pi−1
0
γ
j=0 i j
This approach is analogous to the ideas of the evolutionary niche model [45]. However, now specialists win again because they have the largest feeding rate on a given
prey and the result is again a broom-like structure.
These investigations suggest that constraining the feeding distance d and the
feeding range s is an essential requirement for preventing unrealistic evolutionary
trends in a model where both these parameters can evolve.

2.4 Discussion
The original model by Loeuille and Loreau with the body mass as the only evolving
trait (section 2.2) produces very stable networks. Some ecological properties of
these networks, such as the total number of species or the number and distinctiveness of trophic levels, can be changed significantly by varying the appropriate parameter values. However, the investigations presented in this chapter show that all
networks generated by the model have the same underlying uniform structure, due
to the facts that all species have the same feeding distance d and the same feeding
range s and that interspecific competition has the same range for all species. Even
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if a newly emerging species is slightly better adapted to the resources and therefore displaces a species of similar body mass, it has the same feeding preferences
and hence the same function in the food web so that secondary extinctions can not
occur.
More complex and realistic networks would contain generalists with rather wide
feeding ranges and specialists with rather narrow feeding ranges. In order to enable
these, it is necessary to allow for evolving feeding parameters d and s. The idea
of introducing more evolving traits in addition to body mass is also consistent with
results from an empirical study by Rall et al [28], who found that predators of
similar body mass can differ significantly in their feeding preferences and survival
strategies. The dimensionality of food webs, i.e. the question how many traits are
required to predict whether two species interact, has also been discussed recently by
Eklöf et al. [90], who suggested that a rather small number of traits (≤ 6 in 196 of
200 analyzed networks) is already sufficient to completely explain all interactions
in a food web. This is at odds with previous evolutionary food web models (e.g.
the webworld model [38, 39, 40, 41, 42] or the matching model [43, 44]), which
characterize a species via a vector of many abstract traits.
Unfortunately, the same mechanism that produces the uniform structures in the
model by Loeuille and Loreau is also responsible for the remarkable robustness of
the model. By individualizing d and s this mechanism is destroyed and unrealistic
trends occur. Complex structures can emerge transiently, but are no longer persistent. In the realization presented in section 2.3.2, specialists get so superior that
the network finally collapses. A similar situation occurs in the evolutionary niche
model [45], too. The authors observed the same broom-like structure as shown in
fig. 2.3 when the model did not contain adaptive foraging.
Our study shows that it is essential to restrict every evolving trait in order to
avoid unrealistic trends such as ever smaller body masses or ever narrower or
broader feeding ranges. Indeed, a closer look at those evolutionary models that
successfully generate complex food webs shows that they all include in one way
similar restrictions.
For example, in the original model by Loeuille and Loreau, the body mass is kept
within narrow limits through the fixed predator-prey distance d, combined with the
small number of trophic levels that are possible in food webs due to the energy loss
from one level to the next. This limitation of the evolution of body mass is still the
case in the recent extension of the model analyzed by Ingram et all [87]. Similar
to our study (see fig. 2.2), the feeding range s evolves in addition to the body
mass. The tendency towards ever narrower specialists is avoided by introducing an
optimum value s0 of the feeding range. Species with significantly differing values
of si have lower attack rates and are therefore less viable. This naturally constrains
the range over which si can evolve and allows for the emergence of complex food
webs.
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The evolutionary niche model studied by Guill and Drossel [45] produces complex food webs when adaptive foraging efforts are included. A predator is then able
to invest the main effort in its most profitable prey without becoming dependent on
it. Links to alternative prey are weaker or inactive and can be increased if the most
profitable prey species declines. This prevents the evolution of extremely narrow
specialists. On the other hand, the evolution of extremely broad omnivores is also
prevented, because the strength of competition between two species depends on
the overlap in their feeding ranges. Competition terms that depend only on the
body mass, as in the model by Loeuille and Loreau, cannot prevent very broad generalists, unless foraging efforts are included (e.g. by dividing the attack rates by the
number of prey species of a predator) so that their typical rate of food intake does
not increase with the number of prey species.
Similarly, the webworld model leads to complex network structures when adaptive foraging is included [39, 40], and it also contains a competition term that
depends on the prey overlap. Interestingly, the webworld model was shown to
produce complex networks even without adaptive foraging when the feeding rates
were modified such that only the "best" predators could feed on a given prey [40].
The emergence of very specialized predators in this version of the model is probably prevented by the fact that species are characterized by many traits and that
feeding relationships are determined from a large matrix of scores between traits.
As a result, there exist neither species that can only feed on one other species nor
does decreasing the number of prey lead to a better efficiency at using these prey.
Including allometric scaling in the evolutionary niche model [45] in addition to
adaptive foraging resulted in a larger number of trophic levels. This is due to the
slower flow of biomass to higher trophic levels, allowing more species to coexist
on these levels. It can therefore be expected that the number of species and levels
would also increase in the model by Loeuille and Loreau if allometric effects were
fully included, in particular if the trait values x i did correspond to the logarithm of
the body mass instead of the body mass.
In summary, we found that a successful evolutionary food web model requires
two things: On the one hand, the evolutionary rules must allow for the evolution
of more than one trait, for instance the feeding ranges si and feeding distances
di in addition to the body masses x i . This allows for the emergence of a variety
of different feeding strategies observed in nature, such as specialists or omnivores,
and furthers the creation of realistic networks with variable and complex structures.
On the other hand, the model must include restrictions for each evolving trait in
order to prevent the emergence of unrealistic trends. Two possibilities to achieve
this goal are 1) including costs for large deviations from the preferred parameter
values, as discussed by Ingram et al, and 2) including adaptive foraging and a
competition strength that depends on niche width as done in the webworld model
and the evolutionary niche model.
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3 Evolutionary metacommunities I
In this chapter, I present results from the article "On the interplay of speciation
and dispersal: An evolutionary food web model in space". The article was coauthored by Eva Marie Weiel, Tobias Rogge and Barbara Drossel and published
in the Journal of Theoretical Biology [91]. The main idea of this study is to use
the evolutionary food web model by Loeuille and Loreau [1] as a starting point
to build evolutionary metacommunities. In contrast to many previous studies that
focus either on evolutionary or on spatial aspects, we include both and investigate
their interplay.
In the previous chapter I identified several peculiarities of the original, nonspatial model. However, the fact that its evolutionary behavior is already well
understood helps to identify and to understand the effects arising from the spatial topology. In order to discuss the generality of the results of this study, I later
compare them to results from less static evolutionary metacommunities built with
a more realistic model, see chapter 5.
The results shown in this chapter were computed using a C-Program, which is
based on the program that I developed for the study presented in the previous
chapter. It was subsequently extended by Eva Marie Weiel and Tobias Rogge in
order to contain dispersal between several habitats. Several figures in this chapter
are based on results from the master thesis of Eva Marie Weiel (2013) [92]. Tobias
Rogge performed the simulations of the chain topology presented in subsection
3.3.2 in the context of his bachelor thesis in 2013 [93]. I myself wrote the final
article, reevaluated the simulations performed by Eva Marie Weiel and performed
many additional simulations with intermediate migration rates for the figures in
subsection 3.2.3.

3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in subsection 1.2.5, studies on large evolutionary metacommunities
are sparse, although several authors have highlighted their importance. A study
with four species was published in 2008 by Loeuille and Leibold [78], who investigated a food web model with two plant and two consumer species on a patchy
environment. The environment consisted of twelve patches differing in the amount
of nutrient they provide for the plant species. One of the plant species had evolving
defense strategies. The authors demonstrated the emergence of morphs that could
only exist in a metacommunity due to the presence of dispersal, highlighting the
fact that the combination of space and evolutionary processes yields important new
insights.
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In two other metacommunity studies, Loeuille and Leibold also considered a
changing local environment [79] and negative feedback between the species and
their local habitat [80]. However, all three studies are simplified in the sense
that only one species has evolving traits ignoring any co-evolutionary effects [78],
or that population dynamics and trophic interactions are not taken into account
[79, 80] or that each habitat is occupied by only one single species [80].
In this chapter, more complex evolutionary metacommunities consisting of large
food webs with several trophic levels are introduced. We use the model by Loeuille
and Loreau [1], placing it on several habitats that might represent lakes, islands
or a fragmented landscape and that are coupled by migration. Locally, the species
emerge, interact and go extinct according to the rules of the original model. Additionally, species are able to migrate between the habitats. The results are "evolutionary networks of networks".
In a first step, we analyze a simple scenario of diffusive dispersal between two
homogeneous habitats in order to get a basic understanding of such evolving metacommunities, see section 3.2. In a second step, we extend this scenario by considering a more complex migration type or more complex spatial topologies, see
section 3.3. By varying the migration rules (undirected, directed, diffusive, adaptive or dependent on body mass), the time of migration onset (at the beginning or
after the local food webs have evolved), and the number and properties of habitats
(2 or 8 habitats, equivalent or differing with respect to simulation parameters), we
investigate many different scenarios.
With diffusive migration, our results agree qualitatively with diversity-dispersal
relationships from empirical studies [94] and from other theoretical metacommunity studies [66, 67, 73]. Low migration rates lead to an increased diversity in
the local habitats, and high migration rates lead to homogenization of habitats and
hence to a decreased regional diversity. For a chain of eight habitats coupled by
diffusive migration, we find that migration leads to equal biomasses in the habitats, even when the species composition of neighboring patches is very different.
With adaptive migration, we observe species compositions that differ considerably
between patches and contain species that are descendant from ancestors on both
patches. This result indicates that the combination of spatial aspects and evolutionary processes affects the structure of food webs in different ways than each of them
alone.

3.2 Diffusive dispersal between two homogeneous habitats
To describe the emergence of new species as well as feeding and competition interactions that take place on a local habitat, we use the evolutionary model as
explained in section 2.2.1. Compared to the original model, only the dispersal link
between the habitats needs to be introduced.
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3.2.1 Modeling dispersal
We chose a simple diffusion approach to describe migration between two equivalent
habitats. Each species can have two populations, one on each habitat. For each
population of species i on each habitat h we add a migration term to equation
(2.1):
... −

0N
µ
{z i,h}
| i,h→h

migration from h to h0

+

µi,h0 →h Ni,h0
| {z }

 0

h, h ∈ [1, 2], h 6= h0

(3.1)

migration from h0 to h

Here, µi,h→h0 and µi,h0 →h are the migration rates of species i. We do not include loss
terms, which means that all biomass leaving one habitat appears on the other. The
resource is supposed to be confined to its habitat and does not migrate, µ0,h→h0 =
µ0,h0 →h = 0.
We consider diffusive migration, where themigration rates aretreated as constants µi,h→h0 = µ for all h, h0 , i with µ ∈ 10−1 , 10−2 , ..., 10−6 . We also investigate the variant with directed migration, for which µi,h→h0 = 0 if h0 > h.
For high values of µ, dispersal occurs on a similar time scale as population dynamics; for instance the mortality rate of the ancestor species with x 1 = 2 is
m0 x 1−0.25 ' 0.085. Moreover, we investigate the case of allometrically scaled migration rates, µi,h→h0 = µi,h0 →h = µ · x i , where species with larger body masses migrate
faster.
All these cases are analyzed in two versions. In the first version, the migration
rates are zero during the initial build-up of the networks. Migration sets in only
after the networks have fully emerged. This mimics situations in which separate
ecosystems become coupled, for example by the building of canals between waterbodies, or by the formation of land bridges. In the second version, migration sets in
at the beginning of the simulation so that both habitats co-evolve. We also discuss
the case where migration is switched off after some time.
In systems with migration, the extinction threshold must be treated differently
than in the original model. Due to emigration, the biomass of new mutants can
initially fall below the extinction threshold, even when the new species is viable.
Therefore, we first apply population dynamics after each "mutation", and only after
the new population equilibrium is reached, species that are below the extinction
threshold are removed. Interestingly, population dynamics always went to a fixed
point, we never saw periodic oscillations or chaotic attractors.
If not indicated otherwise, we use a fixed set of parameters (d = 2, ds = 0.5,
f0 = 0.3, m0 = 0.1, γ0 = 1, α0 = 0.1, β = 0.25, I = 10, e = 0.1, v = 0.5) in order
to concentrate on the effects generated by the spatial landscape. These parameter
values correspond to the original values introduced by Loeuille and Loreau. With
this parameter set, networks of approximately 16 − 18 species emerge. As in the
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previous chapter, we use an initial biomass density of emerging species of 10−6 .
Simulations were usually run for 4 · 108 time units (with the original mutation rate
of 10−6 ) or for 2 · 107 time units (with an increased mutation rate of 2 · 10−5 ). This
allows for faster calculations without influencing the results, since the population
dynamics still acts on a much faster timescale.
We repeated all simulations several times in order to make sure that the results
are generic. In the most intensely studied case of diffusive migration between two
equivalent habitats, we performed more than 450 simulation runs.

3.2.2 Two typical outcomes
Habitat 1

Habitat 2

Body mass

μ=10-4

μ=10-2

Time

Figure 3.1.: Evolving body masses in two habitats, simulated with the model by Loeuille and
Loreau [1]. Migration between the habitats with µ = 10−4 (top line) or µ = 10−2
(bottom line) starts at t = 2 · 108 after the initial build-up of the networks. The resulting networks are shown in the top line of fig. 3.2. (Based on results from Eva Marie
Weiel [92]).

Starting from a single ancestor species, the evolutionary model by Loeuille and
Loreau [1] goes first through a period of strong diversification, and then the network structure stabilizes and assumes a regular pattern. Fig. 3.1 shows the body
masses of all species occurring during two exemplary simulations in two habitats
that are initially isolated. Predator species with a body mass of x i ≈ l · d consume
prey species with a body mass of approximately (l − 1) · d. Hence, those predators
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High migration rate μ=10-2
Habitat 1
Habitat 2

Migration start at t=0

Migration start at t=2∙106

Low migration rate μ=10-4
Habitat 1
Habitat 2

Figure 3.2.: Example networks on two habitats coupled by weak (left panels) or strong (right
panels) migration. The arrows between the networks indicate the direction of migration. The vertices represent species, with the radius scaling logarithmically with
biomass density, and the arrows between species represent feeding links. The colors
of the species represent their habitat of origination: White (black) species are natives
of habitat 1 (2) and originated there, too. Light (dark) gray species originated in habitat 2 (1), but are descendants of a white (black) species. The vertical position of a
species represents its trophic position, which is the average, weighted trophic position
of its prey, plus one ("flow-based TL" [12]). Time evolution of the networks in line 1
is shown in fig. 3.1. The color of the frames around the networks indicates the two
possible outcomes. Light gray frames: networks with small additional populations
(outcome 1). Dark gray frames: similar / identical networks (outcome 2). (Based on
results from Eva Marie Weiel [92]).
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have a trophic position of approximately l + 1, if the resource represents the first
trophic level. To avoid competition, species keep a minimum body mass difference
of β, allowing for more species on a trophic level when β is smaller [81]. The
competition in this model is exclusive: If two species are so similar in body mass
that they compete with each other (e.g. parent and mutant species), then only one
of them survives. Although the realizations in the two habitats are based on the
same set of parameters, they show slightly different structures due to different sets
of random numbers.
At time t = 2 · 108 , undirected diffusive migration between the two habitats
according to equation (3.1) sets in. Dependent on the migration rate, two major
outcomes can be identified, which are here and in the following marked by a light
or dark gray frame:
Outcome 1: For small migration rates (e.g. µ = 10−4 , see top line in fig. 3.1),
migrants have small additional populations in the foreign habitat, leading to an
approximately doubled number of species per habitat. The resulting network
structures are thus combinations of the isolated networks.
Outcome 2: In case of a high migration rate (e.g. µ = 10−2 , see bottom line in
fig. 3.1), native species become displaced by invaders. The resulting networks
are very similar or even identical in the two habitats.
In both cases, the outcome is reached soon after the onset of migration. Since
the immigrants arrive in a habitat where the network is already completely developed, every niche is already occupied and all immigrants have to compete with
native species. If migration rate is small, the immigrants’ gain in biomass due to
migration and feeding interactions becomes soon canceled by competition losses,
and the immigrant populations stay small. As soon as migration is switched off,
these small populations vanish again (not shown). With a higher migration rate,
some immigrants can establish themselves against their competitors and displace
native species. Again, all species (invaders and natives) tend to keep a body mass
difference of ≥ β to minimize their competition loss. Since all species from one
habitat and especially from one trophic level co-evolved together, they are in this
respect well matched to each other. As a consequence, often complete levels are
replaced.
In fig. 3.2, the resulting network structures of several simulation runs are shown.
The first line corresponds to the simulations shown in fig. 3.1. The colors of the
species represent their habitat of origin. White species are natives to habitat 1 and
black species are natives to habitat 2. If a black species migrates into habitat 1
and has a mutant there, this mutant is colored dark gray. Light gray species have
analogously originated in habitat 2 but are descendants of a white species from
habitat 1.
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We also analyzed scenarios where migration is only allowed into one direction
or where migration starts at the beginning of the simulation. Directed migration
(fig. 3.2, line 2) leads to similar results for the immigration habitat as undirected
migration. The network structure in the emigration habitat depends on the migration rate. The migration loss can be formally regarded as an increased mortality
term for all species in habitat 2. In case of very low migration rates, this term is
negligible and leaves the network structure of habitat 2 unchanged. In case of high
migration rates, a significant amount of biomass leaves the emigration habitat per
unit time, leading to the extinction of one or more species from the upper levels.
If undirected migration starts at the beginning of the simulation (fig. 3.2, line 3),
both resulting networks are identical and only either black and dark gray or white
and light gray species occur. The first successful mutant that replaces its ancestor
species in its home habitat is also able to migrate to the other habitat and displace
also the ancestor’s population there. Every subsequent mutant is a descendant from
this first mutant and finds identical conditions in both habitats, leading to identical
networks.
Line 4 of fig. 3.2 shows results of directed migration during the whole simulation
time. We observe a combination of the explained effects. All species are descendants of the first successful invader from habitat 2 and therefore either black or
dark gray. For a low migration rate, we observe again small additional populations in habitat 1 (outcome 1). For a high migration rate, the networks are mostly
identical (outcome 2) except for the top level.

3.2.3 Intermediate migration rates
In order to gain a general overview of the influence of the migration rate, we varied its value over several orders of magnitudes, µ ∈ (10−1 , 10−2 , ..., 10−6 ) and
performed a total number of 48 simulations. Larger or smaller migration rates
influence the time needed until the system reaches a new fixed point after a mutation event, but the resulting network structures do not provide any new insights
besides the two explained outcomes. Intermediate migration rates lead to a superposition of the two outcomes, where one trophic level contains additional small
populations corresponding to outcome 1 and another trophic level is replaced by
species from the other habitat corresponding to outcome 2.
We observed essentially the same effect for body-mass dependent migration rates,
with the migration rate being proportional to the body mass (another 120 realizations, data not shown). Since species on higher levels had larger migration rates,
they were more often replaced, while lower levels showed more often additional
populations. However, since in this model all body masses are of the same order of
magnitude, body-mass effects are only minor.
To understand the transition from small to large migration rates in more detail,
I performed more than 400 simulation runs with 2 · 10−2 ≥ µ ≥ 7 · 10−5 . Fig.
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Figure 3.3.: Network size and total biomasses of resources and all other species in dependence of
the migration rate µ. Each data point represents the average and standard deviation
of 10 simulation runs with different random numbers. Isolated habitats show the
same results as realizations with undirected migration starting at the beginning of the
simulation (line 3).

3.3 shows a smooth transition between the described two outcomes that covers
approximately two decades of the migration strength µ. With undirected migration
starting after the initial build-up (line 1), each species has populations in both
habitats so that the number of species per habitat is identical. In case of a high
migration rate, not only the species number, but the whole networks are identical
(outcome 2), whereas in case of a rather small migration rate, the network size is
approximately doubled due to small additional populations (outcome 1). However,
even if the species composition strongly depends on the migration rate, the total
biomasses of the resources and the total biomass of the species do not (see top
line of fig. 3.3). It is even nearly identical for both habitats and shows very small
variations across the realizations that differ only in the set of random numbers.
The situation is different with directed migration (fig. 3.3, line 2). The number of species in habitat 1 shows a similar smooth transition from many additional
populations to the displacement of native species, whereas habitat 2 accommodates a rather constant number of species. Only in case of high migration rates,
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Figure 3.4.: Number of species per trophic level (rounded to nearest integer values) for simulations of 4 different scenarios and for 4 values of the migration rate µ. The resource
represents the first trophic level. Each data point represents average and standard deviation of 10 realizations with different random numbers. Isolated habitats show the
same distribution as realizations with undirected migration starting at the beginning
of the simulation (top right panel).

species from upper trophic levels become extinct due to the migration losses, as
explained above. This leads to a non-monotonous dependence of the biomasses
on the migration rate, according to the following top-down trophic cascade [95]:
For µ ≈ 3 · 10−3 , all species in the fifth trophic level of habitat 2 are extinct due to
migration losses, so that species in the fourth level experience no predation pressure. Hence, even despite their own migration losses, they can have big populations
and exert a high pressure on the third level. Due to the subsequent reduction of
population sizes in the third level, species in the second level also experience a reduced predation pressure, have big populations and exert a high pressure on the
first trophic level, which is observed as a reduced resource biomass. For even higher
migration rates, also species from the fourth level in habitat 2 become extinct due
to migration losses, the total biomass of the species decreases and the resource
recovers.
If undirected migration starts at the beginning of the simulation (fig. 3.3, line 3),
identical networks emerge, as explained above. The results do not depend on the
migration rate and are identical with results from simulations of isolated habitats
(not shown). If directed migration is active during the build-up of the networks
(fig. 3.3, line 4), we observe in principle the same effects as when migration sets
in after the initial build-up. However, some immigrants occasionally find an empty
niche as long as the build-up is not yet completed. They do not have to compete
with natives and can establish themselves, reducing the number of additional small
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Figure 3.5.: Distributions of populations sizes for simulations of 4 different scenarios and for 4
values of the migration rate µ. Each column represents an average over 10 realizations
with different random numbers. In all realizations, the resource had by far the biggest
population (N0 ≈ 8.8). Isolated habitats show the same distribution as realizations
with undirected migration starting at the beginning of the simulation (line 3).

populations. Note that this figure does not show the fact that all species are black
or dark gray (see line 4 of fig. 3.2).
The number of species per habitat can be interpreted as the local diversity. In
case of undirected migration, local and regional diversity are identical, since every
species has populations on both habitats. In case of directed migration, the local
diversities differ and the local diversity of habitat 1 is again the regional diversity.
Hence, we observe that low migration rates can lead to an increased local diversity due to outcome 1, whereas high migration rates lead to a decreased regional
diversity due to outcome 2.
The distribution of the species per trophic level reveals more details about the
transition from small additional populations to the displacement of native species,
as shown in fig. 3.4. Here, light gray represents small migration rates and dark gray
represents high migration rates. Higher trophic levels show the transition at smaller
values of the migration rate µ than lower trophic levels: In case of µ = 2 · 10−3 ,
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nearly no additional populations were observed on the fourth level, but many on
the third and even more on the second level. This is probably due to the fact that
in this model species on higher trophic levels have smaller populations than species
on lower trophic levels, and therefore exert a lower competition pressure on the
invaders. However, as also observed in fig. 3.3, the error bars are biggest for intermediate migration rates, indicating that dependent on the random numbers single
simulations might deviate from this trend. This is due to the above mentioned
fact that whole trophic levels (not only single species) show either outcome 1 or
outcome 2, which leads to an increased number of possible network structures.
The population sizes of the invaders of outcome 1 depend on the migration
strength, see fig. 3.5. In those scenarios that show the discussed transition between the outcomes and for low migration rates (light gray columns, µ = 10−4 ),
we observe a bimodal frequency distribution of population sizes. In addition to
the population sizes that also occur in outcome 2 for higher migrations rates (black
columns, µ = 10−2 ), also peaks at smaller population sizes occur, which correspond
to the additional populations of outcome 1. For higher migration rates, these peaks
shrink and shift to larger populations sizes, in agreement with the smooth transition
shown in the previous figures.

3.3 More complex variants
In order to get a deeper understanding of the system, we also performed more
than 160 simulations of three scenarios, where either the spatial landscape or the
migration is designed in a more complex way. In the following, some key results
of these investigations are summarized. Eva Marie Weiel analyzed a system of two
heterogeneous habitats (subsection 3.3.1) and a system with adaptive migration
(subsection 3.3.3) [92]. Tobias Rogge extended the spatial scale in the context of
his bachelor thesis and discussed migration on a chain of eight habitats (subsection
3.3.2) [93].

3.3.1 Inhomogeneous system
In real ecosystems, habitats can differ with respect to temperature, nutrients, resources, size, etc. To implement such inhomogeneous systems, Eva Marie Weiel
performed simulations where the habitats differ either in their competition strength
(α0,h=1 = 0.1 and α0,h=2 = 0.02) or in their competition range (βh=1 = 0.25 and
βh=2 = 0.125) [92]. The migration in this variant is implemented as undirected
diffusion as explained in subsection 3.2.1.
Both competition parameters have an important influence on the resulting network structures [1, 81]. Therefore, different network structures emerge in the two
habitats if they are uncoupled (see upper line in fig. 3.6). Smaller values of the
competition strength α0 imply less intraspecific competition and therefore bigger,
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Figure 3.6.: Undirected diffusive migration between two habitats that differ in the competition
strength α0 (left) or in the competition range β (right). Migration is absent (top) or
starts at t = 0 with µ = 10−6 (middle) or µ = 10−1 (bottom). For more explanations
see caption of fig. 3.2. (Based on results from Eva Marie Weiel [92]).

but fewer populations because the energy provided by the resource can only support a certain total biomass (left). Smaller values of the competition range β imply
less competitive exclusion, allowing for more species per trophic level (right).
When coupled by weak migration, the resulting networks look like a superposition of the isolated networks, see middle line in fig. 3.6. Each species exists in both
habitats resulting in an increased number of populations. However, the population
of one species is large in one habitat and small in the other, like the additional
populations in outcome 1. Counting only the big populations, one recognizes the
network structures of the isolated habitats. A stronger migration link (bottom line)
leads to identical networks consistent with outcome 2. Similar network structures
but with mixed colors can be obtained when migration starts after the networks
have developed (not shown).

3.3.2 Chain of habitats
As a second variant with a more complex spatial landscape, Tobias Rogge analyzed
a chain of 8 equivalent habitats [93]. Migration is again diffusive, with a constant
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Without migration μ=0

High migration rate μ=10-2

Biomass

Low migration rate μ=10-4

Habitat

Figure 3.7.: Simulation outcome for undirected diffusive migration along a chain of 8 habitats.
Migration starts after the initial build-up of the networks. Given is the biomass distribution of the resulting food webs before migration sets in (left panel) and after the
emergence of new structures due to weak migration (middle panel) or strong migration (right panel). Networks of habitat 4 and 5 with weak migration are shown in fig.
3.8. (Based on results from Tobias Rogge [93]).
µ

migration rate µi,h→h±1 = 2 between neighboring habitats h ∈ [1, 8]. Hence, the
additional migration term for species i on habitat h is
... +

µ
|2

(Ni,h+1 + Ni,h−1 ) − µNi,h
|{z}
{z
}
immigration

.

(3.2)

emigration

We choose closed boundary conditions, i. e. we set Ni,0 = Ni,1 and Ni,9 = Ni,8 in
equation 3.2.
The increased number of habitats leads to a significantly increased program runtime. To keep it within a reasonable limit, the value of the feeding range is decreased to s = 0.5 (only for this variant). This leads to better adapted, but fewer
predators and hence to a decreased system size of approximately 12 − 15 species
per isolated habitat.
In the left panel of fig. 3.7, the biomass distributions of eight isolated habitats are
shown. Due to the randomly chosen mutant body masses, each network consists of
a unique species composition. Some compositions seem to be more favorable than
others in the sense that the total amount of biomass (of species and resources) is
larger.
After all eight networks have fully emerged, migration is switched on. In the case
of weak migration (middle panel) the situation is again similar to outcome 1, where
the immigrating species can not establish themselves. Their populations stay much
smaller than the natives and survive only due to the continuous migration into
the habitat. These additional populations are too small to be visible in fig. 3.7,
but are obvious in the example networks of habitat 4 and 5 shown in fig. 3.8.
The color code in this figure is different to the previous figures. Black species with
big populations in their native habitat 4 have small populations in their neighboring
habitat 5 and vice versa. Also shown are small populations from the habitats further
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Habitat 4

Habitat 5

μ=10- 4

Figure 3.8.: Example networks on a chain of habitats weakly coupled by diffusive migration. The
color code is different from the networks of fig. 3.2. Black (white) vertices: Species
that originated in habitat 4 (5). Dark (light) gray vertices: Species that originated
further on the left (right). (Based on results from Tobias Rogge [93]).

on the left in dark gray or further on the right in light gray. These additional
populations have a major effect on the system concerning the biomass distributions.
Even if the invaders can not establish themselves, they provide a continuous energy
flow between the habitats. As a consequence, all biomass distributions equalize.
This result does not depend on the recycling loop in equation (2.3), but occurs also
when the recycling loop is switched off.
Stronger migration (right panel of fig. 3.7) leads again to outcome 2. Immigrating species can establish themselves and displace natives. Transiently very large
networks occur while all species migrate in both directions and are present in
many habitats at once. Then, by and by, the most favorable species composition
(i.e., the one with the largest total biomass) displaces others and the resulting networks are identical. However, this process takes much longer than with only two
habitats.
Tobias Rogge also discussed the same scenario of 8 habitats with a migration start
at time t = 0 (not shown). Then, all networks co-evolve. If the mutation rate is
still so small that a successfully mutant can spread over all habitats before a new
mutant emerges, identical networks emerge, in consistency with the corresponding
scenario of undirected diffusive migration between two habitats (line 3 in fig. 3.2).

3.3.3 Adaptive migration
Up to now, migration is diffusive and hence based on random movement. However,
especially for higher developed species that can evaluate their current situation
and possibly follow their prey or avoid competitors, this might be too simple. In
this variant, we go back to 2 equivalent habitats, but instead of diffusive migration,
two versions of adaptive migration are analyzed, where the migration rates of the
species are dependent on their current growth rates Gi,h.
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Habitat 1

Habitat 2

Figure 3.9.: Resulting networks of a simulation with undirected adaptive migration starting after
the initial build-up at t = 2 · 106 . The migration rate of a species is proportional to the
difference of its growth rates in the two habitats (Type 2), here with a factor c = 10.
For more explanations see caption of fig. 3.2. (Based on results from Eva Marie Weiel
[92]).

• Type I: A species i emigrates from habitat h if its population size in that habitat
is currently decreasing,
¨
µi,h→h0 =

c · Gi,h if Gi,h < 0
0
else

.

(3.3)

• Type II: Migration is directed into the habitat with better local conditions,
¨
µi,h→h0 =





c · Gi,h0 − Gi,h if Gi,h0 − Gi,h > 0
0
else

.

(3.4)

Eva Marie Weiel varied the value of the proportionality factor c over three orders
of magnitude from 10−2 to 10 [92].
With a migration start after the initial build-up of the networks, both types show
in principle the same behavior. Since the system is most of the time near a fixed
point with zero growth rate for all species, migration can only occur rarely, when
the system is disturbed by a successful mutant. If the mutant replaces another
species, this species has a negative growth rate and can hence migrate to the other
habitat, where it can possibly replace an already existent species and establish itself.
This can lead to completely different species compositions in the two habitats as
shown in the example networks in fig. 3.9.
However, the general structure of the networks remains unchanged and is the
same as that of isolated networks. The probability that a replaced species can
successfully invade the other habitat increases with the proportionality factor c of
the migration rate, in consistency with the previously discussed cases. With c = 1
only few species invade the other habitat successfully and with even smaller values
of c = 0.1 or c = 0.01 the networks are basically isolated with very rare successful
invasions.
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The replacement of one species by a similar mutant or invader is a small perturbation of the whole system. Every prey or predator of the dying species experiences
small fluctuations in its population size during the replacement. Consequently,
other species can also migrate into the other habitat. However, additional minipopulations like in outcome 1 can not occur, since these disturbances and hence
the migration rates are very small and occur transiently. Thus, these species cannot
establish themselves in the other habitat and do not occur in fig. 3.9.
With a migration start at the beginning of the simulation, two mostly identical
networks emerge (not shown). They differ at most by one single species, which
just emerged in one habitat with a monotonously increasing population size and
therefore did not have the opportunity to migrate. This is consistent with the corresponding scenario of diffusive migration between two habitats (line 3 in fig. 3.2).

3.4 Discussion
We have studied an evolutionary food web model on several habitats. Locally,
species emerge, interact and go extinct according to the evolutionary food web
model by Loeuille and Loreau [1]. Additionally, they migrate between habitats according to diffusive or adaptive dispersal. Migration may occur from the beginning,
so that the food webs in the different habitats co-evolve, or it may occur later after
the local food webs have become established.
Usually, our computer simulations show one of two frequent outcomes: Either
the local food webs of the different habitats become mostly identical and have a
similar structure and size as in an isolated system (outcome 2), or the local food
webs differ with respect to the main species in each trophic layer, but include small
populations from the neighboring habitats (outcome 1). These additional populations are sustained by ongoing immigration but cannot displace the native occupant
of a niche. Generally, the food webs in the habitats show the regular structure that
is characteristic of the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1]. They are clearly structured into distinct levels and each level consists of niches separated by a body mass
difference that is equal to the competition range.
Which of the two outcomes occurs depends mainly on the migration rate and the
time of migration onset. For intermediate migration rates, the two outcomes can
combine, with part of the trophic levels being identical in the two patches, and with
other levels being different and showing small populations from the other patch.
Furthermore, we find that even for outcome 1 the total biomasses in the habitats
become very similar to each other. To our knowledge, this result has not yet been
observed in other studies. When the habitats are not equivalent because migration
is directed or because the model parameters are different, the food webs can differ with respect to species number and population sizes. When migration occurs
only under certain circumstances (for instance when the growth rate of a popula39

tion is negative), the species composition of neighboring habitats can become very
different.
The model can not reproduce the sometimes catastrophic effect of species invasions into natural ecosystems, where alien species may find such good local conditions that their populations grow explosively leading to the extinction of prey or
competitors species and a cascade of secondary extinctions [96, 97]. In the model
by Loeuille and Loreau, species differ only with respect to body mass. If an invader
or mutant successfully replaces a similar species, it has automatically the same
predators and the same prey and hence the same function in the food web. Thus,
the displacement of a species leaves the overall network structure unchanged. Once
the initial build-up of the network is complete, all viable niches are occupied and
stay occupied so that secondary extinctions can not occur. A different behavior with
large extinction events and a more realistic species turnover will be observed in the
new evolutionary food web model presented in chapter 4.
The complexity of real ecosystems exceeds by far the complexity of this model
[98]. The interactions between species do not only depend on body mass, but also
on many other species traits and also on environmental factors. The latter show
considerable variations in space and time, causing species to change continuously,
as for example implemented in a three patch metacommunity study presented by
Loeuille and Leibold in 2008 [79]. After all, not only a changing environment,
but also the local feedback between species and their environment makes the food
webs and the migration behavior highly diverse [80].
The simple model studied in this chapter highlights those effects of migration on
evolving ecosystems that already occur when only few traits are taken into account
and when habitats are equivalent. The two main outcomes described above are
widely observed in empirical and theoretical studies. Sax et al. [99] investigated
invasions and extincts of land birds and vascular plants on oceanic islands. They
found that for land birds the number of naturalizations of nonnative species is
roughly equal to the number of extinctions, whereas for vascular plants species
richness has increased by about a factor of two. The authors give several possible
explanations for this behavior. One of them posits that nonnative species have
become established because they are competitively superior to natives. If applied
to birds, this would correspond to outcome 2. The increase in the number of plant
species is similar to outcome 1. In our model, such an increase could be explained
by ongoing immigration sustaining additional populations that would go extinct
otherwise. However, this appears to be an unlikely explanation for oceanic islands,
where the increased diversity is rather being attributed to an increased variety in
local habitats, including those created by man [99].
Other theoretical studies of metacommunities also show the two types of outcomes. Mouquet and Loreau [66, 67] studied the effect of migration on local and
regional diversity in a non-evolving metacommunity. Their model was later extended by Urban to contain adaptive phynotypic variation in the reproductive rates
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of 20 competing species inhabiting 20 heterogeneous patches [73]. Without dispersal, all communities are unique and isolated, leading to a low local diversity and a
high regional diversity. With a low or intermediate level of dispersal, regional diversity remains unchanged whereas local diversity increases due to immigration from
neighboring communities. This corresponds to outcome 1, where the total number
of species does not change after the onset of migration, but where the local number
of species is approximately doubled (in a 2-patch system). Mouquet and Loreau
predicted that higher levels of dispersal lead to homogenization of the metacommunity and hence to decreasing local and regional diversities, in consistency with
our outcome 2.
Also many other studies suggest that local and regional diversity react differently
to changes in the spatial landscape and dispersal [94]. Haegemann and Loreau
[64] extended the investigations by analyzing different dispersal rates for resources
and consumers leading also to local consumers with regional resources or regional
consumers with local resources. The latter corresponds to our case of body-mass
dependent migration rates, where species with small body masses in the lower
trophic levels experience too small migration rates to successfully invade the other
habitat, whereas the species compositions in the upper trophic levels are homogeneous. However, it should be mentioned that in the model by Loeuille and Loreau
body mass differences are generally small and metabolic scaling of the migration
rates has only weak effects.
Evolutionary species turnover is not necessary for all our results. In situations
where migration is switched on only after the local food webs have become established, the two types of outcomes are also observed when the process of introducing
new mutant species is stopped. However, in such a case no “gray” species would
occur (see fig. 2), which are descendants of immigrants from the other habitat.
Our computer simulations with adaptive migration, however, yield an outcome
that could not be obtained in absence of evolution. Since migration rates are
dependent on population growth rates, migration occurs only temporally, when
the system is disturbed by the emergence of a new mutant. This leads to different
species compositions in the two habitats. Just as the results of Loeuille and Leibold
[78] mentioned in the introduction, these findings show that the interplay between
space and evolutionary processes gives rise to new phenomena. However, we have
to admit that the typical outcomes observed in our model do not appear to be very
realistic. They can probably be attributed to the unusual stability of the model by
Loeuille and Loreau. In general, adaptive behavior is known to have a considerable
stabilizing effect on food web dynamics [26, 45], but it cannot become visible when
dynamics is already very stable in the absence of adaptive behavior. Certainly, the
study presented in this paper is only a modest beginning of the investigation of
evolutionary food web models in space.
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4 The new evolutionary food web model
The model presented in this chapter is introduced in the article "Evolutionary food
web model based on body masses gives realistic networks with permanent species
turnover", which was co-authored by Daniel Ritterskamp, Björn C. Rall, Barbara
Drossel and Christian Guill. The article is currently under review [100].
The study is based on results from chapter 2, where I discuss what is generally
needed in evolutionary food web models to generate diverse and complex networks. The model will be extended to several habitats in the following chapter.
I performed the simulations and wrote the main manuscript. However, all authors
developed the model framework and made minor contributions to the final version
of the article. The evaluation of the results in subsection 4.4.2 were done by myself
and Christian Guill in close cooperation. The results of the model variants presented
in subsection 4.5 were generated by Constantin Beck, Markus Schiffhauer and Janis
Weigend in the course of their bachelor theses [101, 102, 103].

4.1 Introduction
In chapter 2 and 3 we have learned that the evolutionary food web model by
Loeuille and Loreau [1] generates very regular networks that show an almost static
behavior. The competition and feeding parameters define fixed viable niches, all
of which are and remain occupied after the initial build-up. The idea of evolutionary food web models is to give insights into the conditions under which complex
network structures can emerge and persist in face of ongoing species turnover, see
subsection 1.2.3. In this context, a new model resulting in more complex and less
static network structures is needed. The model presented here is based on the
conclusion from chapter 2 that an evolutionary food web model has to fulfill two
conditions to be able to generate diverse and complex networks.
First, it should allow for the evolution of few traits in addition to body mass in
order to generate several possible survival strategies like for example specialists and
omnivores. This idea is consistent with results from Rall et al. [28] and Eklöf et
al. [90]. Second, the evolution of each trait has to be restricted in order to prevent
unrealistic trends, for example towards extremely small or large body masses or
towards extremely broad or narrow feeding ranges.
Our new model is less abstract than earlier models of this type (e.g. the webworld model [38, 39, 40, 41, 42] or the matching model [43, 44]) in the sense that
all three evolving traits have a clear biological meaning. Similarly to the evolutionary niche model [45] and supported by empirical data regarding the body-mass
ratios of predator-prey pairs [104, 105], we characterize a species by three traits
with clear biological meaning: its own body mass (which determines its metabolic
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rates), its preferred prey body mass, and the width of its potential prey body mass
spectrum. The evolutionary rules in our model confine the traits within certain
boundaries, without the requirement to include adaptive foraging.
The model most similar to our model is the one by Loeuille and Loreau [1]. It also
uses the average adult body mass as a key trait and a similar concept for setting the
feeding preferences. Our model differs from the model by Loeuille and Loreau in
the number of evolving traits (3 instead of 1), the functional response (BeddingtondeAngelis instead of linear), the competition rules (based on link overlap instead
of body mass differences), the possibility of cannibalism and loops (included only
in our model) and the resource dynamics. Moreover, we consider body mass ratios
instead of body mass differences so that the body masses in our model spread over
several orders of magnitude instead of only one. The bio-energetics of the species in
our model follow well documented allometric scaling relationships [106], leading
to networks with realistic body-mass scaling relations that can be tested directly
against empirical data.
I demonstrate the capabilities of our model by evaluating 18 common food web
properties and compare them to a data set of 51 empirical food webs from a large
variety of different ecosystems. I further use the evolutionary model by Loeuille and
Loreau [1] as a benchmark to assess the quality of the predictions of our model. In
principle, both models are able to produce diverse networks. However, we obtain
a higher variability in the feeding preferences and survival strategies and therefore
more realistic values for the corresponding network properties. Moreover, while
the network structures of Loeuille and Loreau are static, species turnover and extinction avalanches occur naturally in our model. This allows us to identify internal
processes generating network structures that are prone to extinction avalanches.
On this basis, we are able to discuss to what extent external factors are required for
the occurrence of catastrophic extinction events.

4.2 Model description
The model includes fast ecological processes (population dynamics), which determine whether a species is viable in a given environment that is created by the
other species, and slow evolutionary processes (speciation events), which add new
species and enable the network to grow and produce a self-organized structure.
A species i is characterized by its body mass mi , the center of its feeding range
ci , and the width of its feeding range si . These traits are subject to evolution. They
determine the feeding interactions in the community (see Fig. 4.1) and thereby the
population dynamics. A summary of all model parameters and variables is given in
tab. 4.1. Note that the nomenclature differs from the model by Loeuille and Loreau
presented in chapter 2 and 3.
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Figure 4.1.: Model illustration using 4 species. Species i (black triangle) is characterized by its body
mass mi , the center of its feeding range ci , and the width of itspfeeding range si .
The Gaussian function Ni j = exp(−(log10 ci − log10 m j )2 /(2si2 ))/(si 2π) (black curve)
describes its attack rate kernel on potential prey species. Here, species i feeds on
species j and k (gray triangles) with a high resp. low attack rate. Species k and j are
consumers of the external resource, represented as species 0 with a body mass m0 = 1
(white triangle). Also shown is the corresponding network graph.

4.2.1 Population dynamics

The population dynamics follows the multi-species generalization of the bioenergetics approach by Yodzis and Innes [107, 23]. The rates of change of the biomass
densities Bi of the populations are given by
B˙0 = G0 B0 −

X

g j0 B j

(4.1)

j=consumers

for the external resource (species 0) and
Ḃi =

X

e j g i j Bi −

j=r esour ces

X

g ji B j − x i Bi

(4.2)

j=consumers

for consumer species. G0 = R(1 − B0 /K) is the logistic growth rate of the external
resource, e j is the efficiency with which biomass of species j can be assimilated by
its consumers, g i j is the mass-specific rate with which species i consumes species
j, and x i is i’s mass-specific respiration rate. The mass-specific consumption rate is
given by
ai j B j
1
P
P
,
(4.3)
gi j =
mi 1 + k=r es. hi aik Bk + l=comp. cil Bl
where ai j = ai · Ni j is the rate of successful attacks of species i on individuals of
species j, with the Gaussian feeding kernel Ni j given in Fig. 4.1. The parameter
hi is the handling time of species i for one unit of prey biomass, and cil quantifies
interference competition among predators i and l [108, 109, 13]. It depends on
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parameter
resource
m0 = 1
R=1
K = 100
B0
species i
mi
ci
si
Bi
population dynamics
e j = 0.85/0.45
gi j
ai j
ai = 1 · m0.75
i
hi = 0.398 · m−0.75
i
cil
c f ood
cint r a
x i = 0.314 · m−0.25
i
evolutionary rules
ω = 10−4
ε = 1024

meaning
body mass
maximum mass-specific growth rate
carrying capacity
biomass density
body mass
center of feeding range
standard deviation of feeding range
biomass density
assimilation efficiency for carnivores / herbivores
functional response of predator i on prey j
attack rate of predator i on prey j
attack rate parameter
handling time of predator i
competition on species i from species l
competition parameter for food
intraspecific competition parameter
respiration rate of species i
mutation probability
extinction threshold

Table 4.1.: A summary of all model parameters. The values of the population parameters are
based on [107]. If no value is given for a parameter, it is variable.

the similarity between species i and l, as measured by the overlap I il =
Nl j d(log10 m j ) of their feeding kernels, via
cil = c f ood ·

I il
I ii

for i 6= l.

R

Ni j ·

(4.4)

The normalization of the competition with I ii was proposed by Scheffer et al. [110]
and accounts for the fact that the competition matrix is not symmetric. More specialized species exert a higher competition pressure than species with broad feeding
ranges. The overlap I il is similar to the niche overlap discussed by May [111].
The interference competition is assumed to be significantly higher within a
species than between different species, e.g. due to territorial or mating behavior. To account for this, we introduce an intraspecific competition parameter cint r a
and set cii = c f ood + cint r a .
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4.2.2 Speciation events
Each simulation starts with a single ancestor species with body mass m1 = 100
and feeding parameters c1 = 1 and s1 = 1, which is thus feeding on the external
resource with its maximum attack rate. The initial biomass densities are B0 =
K = 100 for the resource and B1 = m1 · ε = 2 · 10−2 for the ancestor species.
The parameter ε is the extinction threshold and describes the minimum density
required for a population to survive. At each unit time step, species below this
extinction threshold get removed from the system.
A speciation event occurs with probability ω = 0.0001 per unit time. This is so
rare that the system is typically close to a fixed point before the next mutation occurs. Then, one of the currently existing species (but not the external resource) is
chosen randomly as parent species i for a "mutant" species j. Thus, every species
has the same probability ω/S to “mutate”, where S is the number of currently viable
species. The logarithm of the mutant’s body mass, log10 (m j ), is chosen randomly
from the interval [log10 (0.5mi ), log10 (2mi )], meaning that the body masses of parent and mutant species differ at most by a factor of 2. The mutant’s initial biomass
density is set to B j = m j · ε and is taken from the parent species. This implies
that the parent species might go extinct if its biomass was close to its extinction
threshold before the mutation event.
The mutant’s feeding traits c j and s j are independent of the parent species.
The
logarithm of the
center, log
 feeding

10 c j , is drawn randomly from the interval
log10 (m j ) − 3 , log10 (m j ) − 0.5 , meaning that the preferred prey body
mass is 3 to 1000 times smaller than the consumer’s body mass. The width of the
feeding range, s j , is drawn randomly from the interval [0.5, 1.5]. A small value of s j
corresponds to a more specialized consumer, while a large value of s j characterizes
a consumer with a broad feeding range and lower attack rates. A combination of
large preferred prey mass c j and a wide feeding range enables a consumer to prey
on species with a larger body mass than its own. This enables the emergence of
cannibalism and feeding loops. The fixed intervals keep the evolving traits in reasonable ranges and prevent unrealistic trends, following the results from chapter
2.
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4.3 Methods

The computer code for our simulations was written in C. I used the Runge-KuttaFehlberg algorithm provided by the GNU Scientific library [88] for the numerical
integration of the differential equations. Simulations were run for 5·108 time units.
For comparison, the generation time of the initial ancestor species with body mass
0.25
≈ 10 time units.
m1 = 100 is of the order of x1 = 100
0.314
1

The competition parameters c f ood and cint r a have a strong effect on the diversity
of the emerging food webs. To obtain the network variability observed in nature,
I performed computer simulations with all four combinations of c f ood = 0.6 or 0.8
and cint r a = 1.4 or 1.8. From each simulation run, I collected 80 food webs obtained
after every 5 · 106 time units from t = 108 to t = 5 · 108 , resulting in a total of 320
different networks. Due to the initial build-up of the network, the first 108 time
units were not taken into account.
The structure of the emerging food webs is compared to both empirical food
webs and to food webs produced with the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1]. For
the empirical data, we re-evaluated 51 of the 65 food webs from different ecosystem
types analyzed by Riede et al. [112] for which we had body-mass data for all species
in the network (see appendix for the complete list).
For the model by Loeuille and Loreau, we evaluated the final network structures obtained with 75 combinations of different parameter values. Due to the
static network structure, I could not obtain different networks from one evolu2
tionary simulation. The niche width was set to nw = sd = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
and the competition strength to α0 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, similar to the original work. To get networks of comparable size I decreased the competition range,
β = 0.025, 0.05, 0.075.
Both models use Gaussian feeding kernels with in principle infinite width to describe the feeding interactions, meaning that each species can prey on every other
species. Thus, for analysis, very weak links have to be cut off in order to obtain
meaningful network structures. In our networks, we removed all links that contribute less than 75% of the average link to the total resources of a consumer. This
criterion is weaker than it might seem, because most of the links of a predator are
very weak and so is the average link strength. Our cutoff measure depends on
both the attack rate and the prey’s biomass density. It thereby mimics unavoidable
sampling limits in empirical food-web studies. For the networks produced by the
algorithm of Loeuille and Loreau we used the cutoff criterion of the original work
and removed all links with an attack rate less than 15% of the respective predator’s
potential maximum attack rate, disregarding the prey’s biomass density.
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4.4 Results
To provide a basic understanding of the model behavior, I first discuss some typical
simulation runs. The results of these simulations are subsequently compared to
empirical data in subsection 4.4.2.

4.4.1 Typical simulations

t = 1.9·108

t = 2.05·108

t = 4.05·108

t = 4.4·108

Figure 4.2.: Exemplary food webs for the time points indicated by vertical lines in fig. 4.3. The
competition parameters were cint r a = 1.4 and c f ood = 0.8.

A typical simulation run with the competition parameters cint r a = 1.4 and c f ood =
0.8 is shown in fig. 4.3. Network visualizations for the time points indicated by
vertical lines are shown in fig. 4.2. Each node represents a species, with the width
scaling logarithmically with its biomass density. The vertical position of a species
represents its flow-based trophic position, which is the average, weighted trophic
position of its prey, plus one [12]. The arrows represent feeding links from a prey
species to its predator species. Their width scales logarithmically with the biomass
flow. It is obvious from the comparison of these network visualizations with the
results in chapter 2 and 3 that the new evolutionary food web model produces
more complex food webs than the model introduced by Loeuille and Loreau [1].
After an initial period of strong diversification, the system reaches a size of approximately 60 species (panel (a) in fig. 4.3) on 3 to 4 trophic levels above the
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Figure 4.3.: Network size, body masses and flow-based trophic positions [12] of all species occurring during one exemplary simulation run with competition parameters cint r a = 1.4
and c f ood = 0.8. Panel (a) also shows the average network size and its standard deviation for 18 simulations with identical parameters but different random numbers.
Body masses and trophic positions were plotted at every 25th mutation event. Network visualizations for the time points indicated by vertical lines are shown in fig.
4.2.

resource (panel (c)). The species form clusters of similar body masses, as shown
in panel (b). New predator and prey species emerge preferentially within these
clusters: A prey species in a cluster experiences less predation pressure due to the
saturation of the functional response of the predator, and the predation input of a
predator is larger if its feeding preferences match such a cluster. Therefore, a trend
towards strong specialization on these clusters occurs, resulting in the following
network structure:
Species in the first cluster have a body mass of approximately 101 , specialize on
the resource and represent most of the second trophic level. Species in the second
cluster with a body mass of approximately 102 − 103 feed either on the resource
(TL ≈ 2) or on the first cluster (TL ≈ 3). Species in the top cluster with a body mass
greater than 103 specialize either on the first or on the second cluster and therefore
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Figure 4.4.: Overview of the time series of three simulations with different values of the competition parameters.

have intermediate trophic positions (3 ≤ TL ≤ 4). Some species have even higher
trophic positions due to cannibalism and loops.
The initial build-up of the network continues until the species in the top cluster
are close to the extinction threshold. Once all clusters have emerged, the system
shows a continuous turnover of species. Mutants with very few predators can occur occasionally if their body mass is between two clusters and if the other species
are specialized on the clusters. If such a mutant has viable feeding parameters,
it can grow a large population and displace many other species at once, potentially even causing secondary extinctions. Examples for such extinction events are
visible at t ≈ 2 · 108 and t ≈ 4.3 · 108 . After an extinction event, the network rearranges, and temporally also species with broader feeding ranges appear, before the
trend towards specialization followed by an extinction event starts again. A second
driver of species turnover, in addition to this specialization-extinction-cycle, will be
explained in chapter 5.
Both competition parameters c f ood and cint r a have a strong effect on the diversity
of the emerging food webs of our model. An overview of the time series of three
other simulations is presented in fig. 4.4. Two trends can be observed: First, the
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stronger the intraspecific competition cint r a , the smaller are the population sizes
and the more populations can survive on the same amount of energy provided by
the resource. Second, the stronger the competition for food c f ood , the more often
can species displace others resulting in rather small networks with fast evolutionary
species turnover.

4.4.2 Network evaluation and comparison

Figure 4.5.: Frequency distributions of body masses and short-weighted trophic level [12], as well
as generality and vulnerability. The latter two are normalized by the number of links
per species. nm: 320 networks from 4 simulations of our new model with all four combinations of c f ood = 0.6 or 0.8 and cint r a = 1.4 or 1.8. emp: Average over 51 empirical
food webs. LL: Average over 75 simulations of the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1].
Note that panel (c) shows absolute body masses, since in this model all body masses
are in the same order of magnitude. See section 4.3 for more information.

We compared 320 networks from our model with 51 empirical networks and 75
networks from the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1], see fig. 4.5. Panels (a)-(c)
show the distributions of body masses of all three data sets. The observed peaks
in our simulated data correspond to the body mass clusters mentioned before. The
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distance between the peak maxima is determined by the upper boundary of the
mutation interval of the feeding center. Single empirical food webs show a similar
peak pattern (not shown). In contrast, the body mass distribution of the model by
Loeuille and Loreau looks blurred, due to our choice of the niche width nw = ds .
With smaller values of the feeding range s, the network structure is strongly layered
and clusters of body masses that are multiples of the feeding distance d occur,
where each species feeds on those in the cluster below and is prey to those in the
cluster above [81].
Panels (d)-(f) show the distributions of trophic levels of all three data sets. Here,
we use the short-weighted instead of the flow-based trophic level. This allows for
better comparison with the empirical data for which the population sizes are often
not available. The comparison between the two models reveals the main difference
between the two different cutoff rules. A link with intermediate attack rate to a
small prey population represents only a small proportion of the predator’s diet. It
is therefore neglected when using our cutoff threshold (75% of the average link).
However, it is not recognized as a weak link with the cutoff rule by Loeuille and
Loreau (15% of the maximum attack rate). On the other hand, a link with small
attack rate to a big prey population (especially to the resource) is deleted in their
model. Thus, trophic levels are overestimated, whereas our model with our cutoff
rule results in a quite realistic distribution.
Both models have difficulties reproducing the empirical distributions of generality and vulnerability, which are much broader than the distributions produced
by the models (panels (g)-(l)). For the model by Loeuille and Loreau, the distribution results from the fact that the species in the model feed only on prey with
smaller body masses. The situation is similar to the cascade model [14], which
also constrains predators to feed only on prey with a lower rank. Consequently,
both generality and vulnerability cannot be larger than twice the average number
of links per species. In our new model, the distribution of the vulnerability shows
two humps. The first hump contains the carnivores in the higher trophic levels that
feed on herbivores or on other carnivores. They have a high generality and a small
vulnerability. The second hump contains the herbivores that feed on the resource.
They are prey to many other species and hence have a high vulnerability.
We ascribe the differences between the models and the empirical distributions to
the fact that both models have only one resource, which means that all herbivores
feed on the same resource, whereas in empirical networks herbivores can have
more than one resource. Furthermore, both models ignore the within-species bodymass distribution by assigning to each species a precise value of the body mass. This
also narrows down the range of body masses a species can feed on or is vulnerable
to.
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number of species:
links per species:
connectance:
top:
intermediate:
fraction omnivores:
fraction herbivores:
generality:

vulnerability:

linkedness:

sd():
mean trophic level:
max. trophic level:
fraction cannibals:
fraction species in loops:

chain number:

clustering coefficient:
similarity:

characteristic path length:

number of nodes in the network, S
number of edges L divided by number of nodes S
number of edges divided by maximum potential
number of edges (S 2 )
number of top species (without a predator)
number of intermediate species
(species with both predators and prey)
fraction of species with prey from more than one
trophic level
fraction of species that feeds only on the external
resource
distribution of number of prey species for all species,
normalized with the average number of links
per species
distribution of number of predators for all species,
normalized with the average number of links
per species
distribution of number of prey species plus number
of predators for all species, normalized with two
times the average number of links per species
standard deviation of a distribution
mean of the short-weighted trophic levels of all
species [12]
maximum over the short-weighted trophic levels
of all species
fraction of species with a cannibalistic link
fraction of species that is part of at least one feeding
loop, i.e., link patterns of the type i feeds on j
j feeds on k, k feeds on i (excluding cannibalism)
number of different food chains. To avoid divergence
prior to calculating this number cannibalistic links
are removed and feeding loops are cut open by
removing links within loops where the predator is on
a lower average trophic level than the prey.
Probability that if species i and j are connected and j
and k are connected, i and k are connected, too.
defined for pairs of species i and j as number of links
shared by the species divided by total number of links
of the two species. We show the maximum over all
pairwise similarities.
mean of average distance between any two species in
the network (measured in feeding links)

Table 4.2.: The definitions of the 18 topological characteristics that are shown in fig. 4.6 and A.1.
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connectance
fraction herbivores
sd(linkedness)

links per species

1.0 (q)
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

1.2 (i)
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

sd(trophic level)

1.0 (p)
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

0.7
0.6 (n)
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

0.8 (f)
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

1.1
1.0 (l)
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

log10(chain no.)

0.7
0.6 (m)
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

5.5
5.0 (k)
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

0.5 (c)
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

70
60 (o)
50
40
30
20
10
0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

char. path length

4.5
4.0 (j)
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

fraction omnivores

number of species

mean trophic level

w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

fraction cannibals

0.5

sd(vulnerability)

1.0

1.6 (h)
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

max. trophic level

1.5

1.0 (e)
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

fraction species in loops

2.0 (g)

100 (b)
80
60
40
20
0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

max. similarity

0.6 (d)
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

clustering coefficient

sd(generality)

top / (top + intermed.)

500 (a)
400
300
200
100
0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

2.6
2.4 (r)
2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
w/w w/s s/w s/s emp LL

Figure 4.6.: Network properties of four realizations with different values of the competition parameters. w/w: Weak competition, cint r a = 1.4 / c f ood = 0.6. w/s: Weak intraspecific
competition and strong competition for food, cint r a = 1.4 / c f ood = 0.8. s/w: Strong
intraspecific competition and weak competition for food, cint r a = 1.6 / c f ood = 0.6.
s/w: Strong competition, cint r a = 1.6 / c f ood = 0.8. emp: Average over 51 empirical food webs. LL: Average over 75 simulations of the model by Loeuille and Loreau
[1]. See section 4.3 for more information. Details on the calculation of these network
characteristics can be found in tab. 4.2
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By analyzing the 320 networks from the 4 simulations separately (see panel (a) in
fig. 4.6), we observe again the two trends concerning the competition parameters:
First, the stronger the intraspecific competition cint r a , the smaller are the population
sizes and the more populations can survive on the same amount of energy provided
by the resource. Second, the stronger the competition for food c f ood , the sooner can
species displace others resulting in rather small networks with fast evolutionary
species turnover. The definitions of the topological characteristics shown in the
other panels are explained in tab. 4.2.
Both models are able to produce networks of realistic sizes, but tend to overestimate the number of links per species (panel (b)) and hence the connectance (panel
(c)). The effect is much larger in the model by Loeuille and Loreau due to their
original cutoff rule. This also explains the high fraction of omnivores and the low
fraction of top and herbivorous species (panels (d)-(f)), as well as the high values
of the number of chains and the clustering coefficient (panel (o) and (p)) and the
small value of the characteristic path length (panel (r)). In fig. A.1 in the appendix,
I demonstrate the effects of different cutoff levels. I also show how the networks
generated with the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1] are affected when our cutoff
criterion is applied.
Both models fail to reproduce the maximum similarity (panel (q) in fig. 4.6),
due to the same reasons that also lead to the narrow distributions of generality and
vulnerability. For the remaining panels, the model by Loeuille and Loreau performs
worse than our model regardless which cutoff rule is used. For example, the shortweighted trophic levels (panel (j)-(l)) are not only overestimated due to the cutoff
rule, but also reflect the regular network structure. As explained in chapter 2, these
networks are layer-like structures, where each cluster represents one trophic level.
Since all clusters accommodate a similar number of species instead of heaving more
species on lower levels like in our model, the mean trophic level is overestimated.
Moreover, the model does not include cannibalism (panel (m)) and loops (panel
(n)), for which our model provides good predictions.
Due to the evolution of three instead of one trait, more diverse network structures
emerge than with the model by Loeuille and Loreau. We observe a higher standard
deviation of the generality, the vulnerability and the linkedness (panel (g)-(i)),
reflecting different feeding preferences and survival strategies.

4.5 Model variants
I supervised three bachelor theses, which made a significant contribution to the understanding of the model behavior and helped to test the robustness of the model
predictions with respect to the model details. Some key results of these investigations are briefly described in the following subsections.
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4.5.1 Modified feeding interactions
One striking simplification of nature in the original model is that we describe a
species by only three traits and that the existence of feeding links is determined
only via the body masses of predator and prey species. Constantin Beck [101]
introduced an additional model parameter p, which is the probability that a certain
potential feeding link is really existent. For each feeding link with an attack rate
αi j of a predator i on its prey j, a random number r ∈ [0, 1] is called. The feeding
link is regarded as existent, if r < p. Otherwise, αi j is set to zero.
In this variant, two species with identical feeding parameters do not automatically share the same prey species. This mimics predators that differ in traits, which
are not directly implemented in the model, like for example a reversed day and
night rhythm or species living in different sub-habitats like treetop and undergrowth. In an extreme case, two species with identical feeding parameters can
feed on two completely different sets of prey species. Therefore, the definition of
the competition via the overlap of the attack rate kernels as explained in subsection
4.2.1 has to be modified. In order to calculate a meaningful competition term, this
overlap is multiplied with the number of actually shared prey species and divided
by the number of potentially shared prey species.
The bachelor thesis of Constantin Beck was developed, when the original model
as presented above was still work in progress. After he finished his work, I introduced several minor changes to the model - for example the existence of cannibalism and loops. Therefore, his results are not quantitatively comparable to the
results above. However, the qualitative behavior of the resulting networks with
extinction waves and a continuous species turnover is the same.
The main effect of the link probability p is that the networks are in general
smaller. This is due to a decreased competition: One prey less can result in a
significantly reduced competition pressure. At the same time, it does not make a
big difference for the feeding input of a predator, especially if the prey species is at
the end of the predators feeding range in the tail of the Gaussian feeding kernel.
Therefore, species are able to grow bigger populations, and the available resource
supports fewer of these bigger populations.
The effect is observed for a broad range of p. Only in case of very small probabilities (p < 0.3), the networks get bigger compared to the original model. Then,
the advantage of low competition values is overcompensated by very little feeding
input, since every predator has only very few prey species. Hence, population sizes
decrease and network size increases with decreasing link probability p. The lower
the number of prey species, the more dependent are the predators on their prey,
which makes them prone to secondary extinctions. Thus, networks get bigger, but
less stable with decreasing link probability p.
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4.5.2 Modified speciation rules
In the context of my studies on the model by Loeuille and Loreau, I learned that
changing the evolutionary algorithm can have dramatic effects on the resulting networks, see section 2.3.2. The bachelor thesis of Markus Schiffhauer [102], together
with the thesis of Jannis Weigend [103] presented in the following subsection,
ensures that our findings are no artifacts of the specific choice of the evolutionary algorithm. Markus Schiffhauer discussed several variants of species dependent
mutation rates.
1. Variant: The mutation probability is proportional to a species’ biomass like in
the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1].
2. Variant: The mutation probability is proportional to a species’ inverse genera−1/4
tion time and hence to mi
[113].
Markus Schiffhauer compared these two variants with the original model version,
where each species has the same probability to mutate. The total biomass per
trophic level decreases for higher trophic levels. However, on higher trophic levels
are fewer species so that species with big body masses on high trophic levels have
more biomass than smaller species on lower trophic levels. Therefore, the first
variant favors species with big body masses to mutate. On the other hand, species
with small body masses have shorter generation times and are therefore favored by
the second variant.
These modifications influence the time dependency of the network development.
For example, the recovery of the higher trophic levels after an extinction avalanche
takes longer in the second variant, because mutations in these levels occur rarely.
However, the changes in these two variants are rather small in the sense that each
species still has a considerable probability to mutate so that each trophic level has
a realistic chance to adapt to changes in the other levels. Thus, the overall network properties, like the total network size, the connectance, the distribution of
body masses and the fraction of species or biomasses per trophic level, remain
mostly unchanged. Also the trend towards strong specialization with subsequent
extinctions as observed in the original model version occurs in these variants.
The situation changes in another variant:
3. Variant: The mutation probability is proportional to the number of individuals
of a species.
In this case, species with big body masses have hardly any chance to mutate, because their individual density is decades smaller than the individual density of
species with small body masses. Higher trophic levels hence do not occur (or
take too long to be observed within a reasonable simulation time), which obviously alters the network structure. However, this variant seems to be unrealistic,
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since it does not account for the fact that the establishment of a mutation is a
stochastic process: Even if an individual with an advantageous mutation occurs,
there is a certain probability that this individual won’t have any descendants or
that the descendants won’t be carriers of this mutation. It can be shown, that this
probability increases with increasing number of individuals [11].

4.5.3 Modified inheritance rules
In the third bachelor thesis by Jannis Weigend [103] different inheritance rules are
analyzed. In the original model version, I use equally distributed random numbers
in certain intervals to determine the traits of a mutant. Jannis Weigend changed
this approach to normally distributed random numbers.
Concerning the evolution of the body masses mi , the normal distribution is located around the parent’s body mass and its standard deviation is varied between
0.09 and 1. With a cutoff at two standard deviations, this results in a maximum
body mass factor between parent and daughter species between 1.5, describing local speciation events, and 100, describing species invasions from not explicitly modeled regions. The main effect is that species turnover becomes slower with stronger
inheritance, because it is less likely that mutants with body masses between two
clusters occur, which have few predators and cause extinction avalanches.
Concerning the evolution of the feeding traits, the normal distribution is located
around the interval center used in the original model. Moreover, it is multiplied
with a second normal distribution around the parent’s trait. The first normal distribution keeps the feeding traits within reasonable boundaries (following the results
of my first study [81]), whereas the second normal distribution introduces inheritance into the feeding parameters si and ci .
If the parent species i and the mutant j have similar feeding centers, ci ≈ c j ,
the initial build-up of different trophic levels and their recovery after an extinction avalanche is also slowed down. With very strong inheritance of the feeding
center, all species will focus on the resource and no mutant emerges with a feeding center matching the first body mass cluster, leading to trivial structures with
only one trophic level. If parent and mutant have a similar degree of specialization, si ≈ s j , all species exert and experience a similar competition pressure. Thus,
instead of one species displacing another, both populations stay small and hence
more populations per trophic level can survive and network size increases. However, small or intermediate degrees of inheritance in the feeding traits leave the
network characteristics again mostly unchanged.
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4.6 Discussion
In this chapter, I introduced a new evolutionary food web model where the feeding links are based on body mass, and where species differ by body mass, feeding
center, and feeding range. By iterating population dynamics and speciation events
for a sufficiently long time, complex food webs emerge, which show a high degree of commonality with empirical food webs. The new model is able to produce
more realistic and more diverse network structures than the model by Loeuille and
Loreau [1]. Species with similar body masses can have different feeding preferences and survival strategies, which is due to the larger number of evolving traits
in our model. This leads to a higher variability in network characteristics such
as linkedness, generality and vulnerability, even though natural variability is still
larger, which is probably due to the fact that our model has only one basal resource
and no body-size structure within species. In contrast to the model by Loeuille
and Loreau, the new model allows for cannibalism and loops, since the feeding
range can extend to body masses larger than that of the predator. An appropriate
choice of the cutoff rule for weak links is essential for obtaining realistic results for
connectance and trophic structure.
The increased number of evolving traits compared to the model by Loeuille and
Loreau has also a large effect on the evolutionary trends and extinction events. The
systems show an ongoing species turnover and are subject to constant restructuring.
The species in our model form body mass clusters and the evolutionary process is
characterized by a trend towards increased specialization on these clusters. Similar
specialization trends have also been observed in other studies [45, 81]. The evolved
predators gradually replace less efficient species with broader feeding ranges that
cover also the gaps between the body mass clusters. We found that those broad
ranged species have the role of keystone species that stabilize the networks against
the occurrence of large extinction avalanches [114, 115]. In the absence of control
by such predators, new mutants (or invaders) can find niches between two clusters
with very little predation pressure, where they can grow to high abundance and
cause extinction avalanches propagating from lower to higher trophic levels. After
such extinction events, the empty niches can be reoccupied also by species with
broader feeding ranges, before the speciation process starts again.
Our findings correspond to the results of Binzer et al [34], who identified specialized species on high trophic levels to be prone to secondary extinctions. Similar
to our specialization mechanism, Mellard and Ballantyne [116] reported that coevolution of species does not necessarily lead to high levels of resilience for the
ecosystem as a whole. A comparable turnover mechanism is missing in the model
by Loeuille and Loreau. There, a displaced species is always replaced by a new
species of a very similar body mass. And since the body mass is the only evolving trait, the new species has automatically the same predators and the same prey,
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excluding the possibility of secondary extinctions or major changes in the network
structure [81].
However, real ecosystems do show extinction events of different sizes, and their
distribution evaluated over geological times resembles a power law [7]. For this
reason, it has been suggested that ecosystems show self-organized criticality (SOC)
[117], which means that the intrinsic dynamics of the systems is responsible for
the power-law size distribution of extinctions. However, the question remains open
due to sparse and ambiguous data [118, 11].
Some previous evolutionary food web models, for example the evolutionary niche
model [45], exhibit SOC, whereas other models like the webworld model [39] or
the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1] do not. The size distribution of extinction
avalanches in our model is a power law with an exponent around 4 (not shown).
Because of its steepness, this power law covers only approximately one decade,
meaning that extinction events of more than 10 species are extremely rare. This is
not the type of SOC required to explain the large extinction events in earth history,
where up to 90 percent of all species went extinct. Regarding the time span a
species is present in the system, our model is consistent with paleobiological data
concerning the fact that higher trophic level species stay in the system for a much
shorter time span than lower level species [118]. In view of the fact that large
extinction events are ascribed to external drivers such as meteorite impacts and
climate change, our model is consistent with the idea that the internal dynamics
of ecosystems can drive smaller extinction avalanches, but not the large extinction
events of earth history [118].
The evolutionary rules implemented in our model are very simplified and to some
extend artificial. To make sure that our results do not depend on these simplified
rules, we tested several variations concerning the mutation and inheritance rules.
Our general finding is that minor changes in the evolutionary algorithm have only
minor effects on the results. The overall mechanism with a trend towards specialization followed by an extinction event as explained above is robust to changes in
the evolutionary rules. The time averaged network structures remain mostly unchanged. However, the typical time period for a specialization-extinction cycle may
be influenced with extinction events being triggered sooner or later.
The fact that our networks show realistic patterns concerning many common food
web properties suggests that our model provides a valuable tool to discuss urgent
topics in ecological research. For example, the allometric equations are extendable
by temperature terms (e.g. [119, 120, 121, 122, 123]). This approach would allow
to model how warming might change evolution and extinction waves, in order to
discuss current global change questions. A second idea would be to address habitat
loss and habitat fragmentation as a prominent example of an external driver of extinction events [5, 6]. The findings from chapter 3 were associated with the applied
competition rules and the remarkable stability of the model by Loeuille and Loreau,
highlighting the assumption that a more realistic species turnover like in our new
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model would probably lead to more realistic results and a better understanding of
the interplay between evolving food web structure and spatial structure [91] . A
third application was highlighted recently by Loreau, who emphasized the potential
capabilities of evolutionary food web models (called "community evolution models"
in his review) in the context of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (BEF) [124].
The latter two ideas will be considered in the next chapter.
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5 Evolutionary metacommunities II
Here, I present unpublished results of evolving metacommunities built with the
evolutionary food web model presented in chapter 4. The spatial scenarios are
very similar to the metacommunities built with the model by Loeuille and Loreau
[1] discussed in chapter 3. The first part is about diffusive migration between two
homogeneous habitats, see section 5.3. Subsequently, I discuss more complex scenarios in section 5.4. The results in subsection 5.4.2 were generated by Stephanie
Kulpe and Theresa Hofman in the course of their bachelor theses [125, 126].

5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter we have seen that the new evolutionary food web model
is not only able to produce more realistic food web structures than the model by
Loeuille and Loreau [1], but also results in food webs with an ongoing species
turnover. This leads to a much broader range of phenomena in the time dependent
behavior of the evolving food webs. Since this is already true for isolated habitats,
the same can be expected even more so for coupled habitats.
The metacommunities analyzed here consist of two habitats that initially evolve
separately. After a time span that is much longer than the typical time span of
the initial build-up of the networks, both networks are coupled via a migration
link. The networks then co-evolve together and are later de-coupled again. The
migration link can be undirected or directed, the habitats can be homogeneous
or inhomogeneous and the migration type can be diffusive or adaptive or density
dependent. These scenarios mimic for example the coupling or decoupling of two
waterbodies by the building or closing of a canal.
As in chapter 3, I focus on the influences of these spatial changes on the species
composition, network size and network structure. Additionally, I extend my analysis and take up the idea of Loreau that evolutionary food web models provide an
excellent tool to study the interplay of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (BEF)
[124]. The overall goals of BEF studies are to understand the mechanisms that
mediate the functioning of diverse ecosystems and to predict the consequences of
rapid changes in biodiversity [127]. Such changes in biodiversity can be triggered
by changes in the spatial environment, e.g. by the opening and closing of dispersal
routes as discussed here. In this context, metacommunity theory is tightly linked to
the BEF debate. Appropriate measures that describe the functioning of ecosystems
will be introduced in the following section.
During the last two decades, an enormous amount of BEF studies has been published that suggest many different theories, effects, hypothesis and mechanisms.
Here, I confine myself to mention several review articles [128, 129]. Duffy et
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al. introduced the concept of a horizontal diversity (within a trophic level) and
a vertical diversity (across trophic levels) and grouped the mechanisms known so
far within this framework [127]. Later, also Cardinale et al. [130] gave a good
overview of five early hypothesis about multi-trophic BEF. Both reviews point out
that most BEF studies so far focus on rather simple systems (for example only one
trophic level) on rather small spatial and temporal scales. Therefore no clear picture of the interplay of biodiversity and ecosystem functioning in real ecosystems
exists so far.
An example of a theoretical study with many species on several trophic levels is
the study of Schneider et al [131]. The authors reject a long-established hypothesis, which suggests the release of the basal community from feeding pressure with
growing functional diversity, due to an increased intraguild predation within the
consumer community [127, 132, 133]. Schneider et al. showed that such an increase of the functional diversity indeed leads to an increased intraguild predation
in the consumer community, but not to a decrease of the total biomass of the basal
community. A diverse predator community might hence be less efficient than a
species-poor community but, at the same time, more exploitative.
However, Schneider et al. did not take any spatial influences into account, although ecosystems are obviously not closed, but experience spatial exchanges of
energy and matter [127, 46]. Moreover, they investigate network structures with
species compositions that were generated with a stochastic algorithm. These food
webs are analyzed on very small temporal scales without any species turnover. The
same is true for many other studies that either also assume static network structures or that apply random extinction events without the emergence of new species
instead of realistic turnover algorithms [127, 130].
With our new evolutionary model, it is possible to investigate the time dependent behavior of the functioning of large food webs. The species are not randomly
put together, like for example done by Schneider et al [131], but emerge via coevolution leading to more realistic and dynamic network structures. My results of
isolated habitats support the observation of Schneider et al. that an increase in the
predator diversity does not release the basal community from feeding pressure.
My results of coupled habitats reveal a spatial rescue effect, which influences
the network evolution. The resulting network structures are thus strongly dependent on the current spatial situation. Thus, in addition to short-term responses of
ecosystems to changes in their spatial environment, also long-term recovery and
adaptation to the new situation afterwards can be investigated. A similar interplay
between evolutionary and spatial aspects does not occur with the model by Loeuille
and Loreau. Moreover, it is naturally excluded in previous (typically non-evolving)
metacommunity and (typically non-spatial and non-evolving) BEF studies. However, it does exist in nature [71]. Metacommunities built with our new evolutionary model therefore provide a promising new perspective to metacommunity theory
and to the BEF debate.
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5.2 Measures of ecosystem functioning
In the simulations presented in the following subsections, six measures of ecosystem functioning will be evaluated. I analyze their temporal behavior during the
initial build-up of the isolated networks and how they are influenced during the
migration interval. The calculation of these measures is derived from the work of
Schneider et al. [131].
1. The functional diversity F D:
A new diversity measure needs to be introduced. The diversity measured
as the pure number of species does in fact have only a limited explanatory
power about how "diverse" a community is. For example, two species with
similar traits usually have a similar position and hence function in the food
web. Those species are called redundant, because when one of these species
goes extinct, the other one might still be able to retain their function in the
network. Hence, large extinction events may change the diversity, but leave
the functional diversity unchanged.
Here, I calculate the envelope of all Gaussian feeding kernels Ni j (see fig.
4.1) of all species. The functional diversity is regarded as the integral of this
envelope over the whole body mass axis,
FD =

Z

+∞

  

EN Vi Ni j d log10 (m j ) .

(5.1)

−∞

The species in the model are typically specialized on body mass clusters, as
explained in subsection 4.4.1. All species feeding on the same body mass
cluster have similar feeding traits. Thus, since the integral over one single
feeding kernel is normalized to 1, the functional diversity roughly corresponds
to the number of body mass clusters.
2. The total biomass density of consumer species C:
Up to now, we have observed several times that smaller population sizes correspond to larger network sizes. This suggests that the total amount of biomass
of all species might be rather insensitive to the restructurations in the network. In order to test this hypothesis, I simply add up all biomass densities of
all species,
S
X
C=
Bi .
(5.2)
i=1

3. The total biomass density of resources species R:
This measure does not have to be calculated. Since we have only one single
resource in this model, it is simply R = B0 .
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4. The total energetic loss due to metabolism of consumers X C :
To calculate this measure, I add up the metabolic losses of all consumer
species,
S
X
XC =
x i · Bi ,
(5.3)
i=1

where x i · Bi is the energetic loss of species i, as in eq. 4.2. Schneider et al analyzed an equivalent measure for their resources as well. Here, we have only
one resource that grows logistically, which makes such a measure unnecessary.
5. The total consumption rate on basal species FCR :
This corresponds to the total amount of biomass flow per unit time from the
resource to the consumer species in the network. Note, that the appropriate
value of the herbivorous efficiency ε0 = 0.45 has to be used,
FCR =

S
X

ε0 g i0 Bi .

(5.4)

i=1

The sum is over all species, where g i0 is the consumption rate of species i on
the resource, as in eq. 4.2.
6. The intraguild consumption rate Fi g p :
This corresponds to the total amount of biomass flow per unit time within the
network. Schneider et al. called this measure intraguild predation. Note, that
the appropriate value of the carnivorous efficiency ε j = 0.85 has to be used,

Fi g p =

S
X



S
X


i=1


ε j g i j Bi  .

(5.5)

j=1

The sum is again over all species, where g i j is the consumption rate of species
i on species j, as in equation 4.2.

5.3 Diffusive dispersal between two homogeneous habitats
This section contains results from simulations that were performed analogously to
the simulations in section 3.2 with the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1]. The
setting describes dispersal in a metacommunity of two habitats that are coupled by
an undirected (subsection 5.3.2) or directed (subsection 5.3.3) migration link.
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5.3.1 Modeling dispersal
As in section 3.2, I model dispersal as diffusive migration between two habitats.
Therefore, the differential equation 4.2 is extended by two extra terms describing
the biomass loss and gain of species i due to emigration and immigration.
... −

0N
µ
| i,h→h
{z i,h}

migration from h to h0

+

µi,h0 →h Ni,h0
| {z }

 0

h, h ∈ [1, 2], h 6= h0

(5.6)

migration from h0 to h

The migration rate scales allometrically, µi,h→h0 = µh→h0 · m0.25
, where species
i
with bigger body masses are able to migrate faster. In this model, taking allometric
scaling into account does make a difference, because the body masses of the species
span over several orders of magnitude, in contrast to the model by Loeuille and
Loreau [1].
Migration can be either undirected (µ1→2 = µ2→1 = µ) or directed from habitat
2 to habitat 1 (µ1→2 = 0 and µ2→1 = µ). The migration link is switched on after
5 · 108 time steps and switched
off after 1.5 · 109 time steps. I varied µ over several

orders of magnitude, µ ∈ 10−1 , 10−2 , ..., 10−6 and performed several realizations
for each value and each spatial scenario.
The extinction criterion is applied only before the next mutation event takes
place, with the same argument as in section 3.2.1. This protects mutants that
emerge locally, and whose biomass can initially fall below the extinction threshold
before the establishment in both habitats. In order to simplify the evaluation, mutation events take place at every 104 -th time step. Then, first the mutation habitat
and afterwards the parent species is chosen randomly.
The coupling of two habitats and hence the increased number of species in the
system leads to a significantly increased program runtime. To keep it within a
reasonable limit, I vary the values of the feeding parameters to c f ood = 1.0 and
cint r a = 0.25. This leads to a decreased system size of approximately 15 species per
isolated habitat but does not influence the overall behavior of the model.

5.3.2 Undirected migration
A typical simulation run is shown in fig. 5.1. Initially, the two habitats evolve
separately. The biomasses of the resources slightly decrease as long as the networks
are still growing. This is consistent with the observation of Schneider et al [131]
and rejects long-established hypotheses about trophic cascades [127, 132, 133].
The other measures of ecosystem functioning approach some value and fluctuate
around it, which reflects the ongoing restructurations due to species turnover.
Migration sets in after t = 5 · 108 time steps. Similar to outcome 2 in section 3.2,
undirected migration leads to identical networks. The local diversity (=number of
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Figure 5.1.: An evolutionary metacommunity of two habitats coupled via an undirected migration
link. The migration rate is µ = 10−5 in the time interval 5 · 108 < t < 1.5 · 109 and zero
otherwise.

species present in one habitat) becomes identical to the regional diversity (=total
number of species in the system), since each species now has a population on each
habitat. The regional diversity initially slightly decreases when native species are
displaced by immigrants. The resulting networks right after the onset of migration
contain a mixture of species from both habitats. Apart from that, the network
structure is the same as of isolated networks.
Without evolution, the networks would simply stay in this situation and persist
over time. However, due to the interplay of evolution and dispersal, a new behavior
emerges. The two coupled networks behave differently than two isolated habitats.
This can be explained with a spatial rescue effect that exists as long as migration is
switched on.
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Whenever a mutation event takes place, the mutants initial biomass density is
taken from the parent species. If the parent species has a big body mass, it is
typically very close to its own extinction threshold, which means that the mutation either can not take place at all or that the parent species does not survive it.
Thus, if the mutation takes place and if the mutant is viable, it does not have to
compete with its parent species. And if the mutant is not viable, both of them
are removed from the system mimicking evolutionary suicide [32]. This seems
to be a second driver for the species turnover in this model, in addition to the
specialization-extinction-process discussed in the previous chapter.
This mechanism can be destroyed in a metacommunity. Then, the parent species
is only locally extinct. If the mutant is not viable, the parent species simply reoccupies the mutation habitat via immigration from the other habitat and the situation is the same as before the mutation. Evolutionary suicide is now excluded.
A mutant that would be viable in an isolated habitat in the absence of its parent
species, has to overcompensate the competition with its parent species in addition
to its own emigration losses in the metacommunity. The probability for a mutant
with big body masses to become established and to replace its parent species is
reduced. As a consequence, the species turnover in the higher trophic levels is
dramatically slowed down.
This spatial rescue effect for the parent species thus stabilizes the higher trophic
levels and subsequently has a major impact on the whole network. It seems as
if in the isolated habitat viable niches occur and vanish faster than they can be
completely occupied. In a metacommunity, the persistent top predators define persistent niches and evolution leads to a complete filling of these niches. This explains
the increase of the diversity in the system.
The long-term behavior of the coupled system is not obvious from the simulations performed so far. The simulation runtime is too short to predict whether the
diversity saturates at some point or whether large extinction events still occur or
whether an evolutionary stable state can be reached. In fig. 5.1, it seems as if the
diversity immediately decreases, as soon as the migration is switched off. This is
misleading. In fact, both networks are able to persist without any changes even
without the coupling. The collapse is triggered by mutation events soon after the
decoupling, when the evolutionary suicide is again possible.
Even if the networks experience dramatic changes in their diversity, the six measures of ecosystem functioning analyzed here hardly change - except for showing
less fluctuations when migration is switched on. For example, the total energetic
loss of consumers X C , the total consumption rate on basal species FCR and the intraguild predation Fi g p stabilize at some intermediate value during the coupling
due to the overall stabilizing influence of the rescue effect.
A principle that has been mentioned several times during this work is that more
species per trophic level correspond to smaller population sizes. This can now
be expressed via the measures of ecosystem functioning: the total biomass of the
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consumer species C is even slightly smaller than in isolated habitats. Thus, the
increased number of species still exert a similar predation pressure on the resource
leading to a resource biomass B0 that does not significantly change due to the
migration link.
We observe that the dramatic change in diversity due to the rescue effect does not
lead to a dramatic change in the functional diversity. During the migration interval,
body mass clusters persist over time. The addition of redundant species does not
lead to new clusters but simply to more species per cluster, which hardly affects the
functional diversity. It increases only slightly during the filling of all viable niches
after the onset of migration and stays constant afterwards. The downwards peaks
correspond to situations where a species with big body mass becomes locally extinct
due to a mutation process and subsequently re-immigrates from the other habitat.
All effects of the migration link described in this subsection can be observed for
a wide range of migration rates. I varied the value of the migration rate µ between
10−1 and 10−6 and found no indication for a dependency on the migration rate µ.
It simply influences the time span the system needs to reach the next equilibrium
after a mutation event. In the simulation presented in fig 5.1, this time span is
typically much smaller than 104 , which is the time span between two mutation
events. Thus, migration acts on a similar timescale like population dynamics and is
much faster than the evolutionary processes. Other results can be expected in case
of much smaller migration rates or in case of other spatial topologies, as shown in
the following subsections.

5.3.3 Directed migration
In contrast to the results of undirected migration, the results of directed migration
are very sensitive to the exact value of the migration rate µ. Dramatic changes
appear in case of a high migration rate (fig. 5.2) and minor changes appear for
smaller migration rates (fig. 5.3). Moreover, both habitats experience different
changes since the migration is now asymmetric.
Habitat 2 looses biomass due to emigration. Species in high trophic levels have
to overcompensate their own migration losses in addition to shrinking prey populations. Therefore, high trophic levels collapse, as shown in fig. 5.2. This is
consistent with the results of chapter 3.2.2 (see second line in fig. 3.2). However, in contrast to the results with the model by Loeuille and Loreau, the network
adapts to this new situation and a new structure emerges after the coupling. The
remaining species experience less predation pressure due to the loss of predators.
Additionally, they reduce their population sizes due to their own emigration losses.
The reduction of population sizes plus the decreased predation pressure enables
new species to emerge within the same range of body masses. Thus, the number of
species recovers and eventually even exceeds the previous network size.
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Figure 5.2.: An evolutionary metacommunity of two homogeneous habitats coupled via a strong,
directed migration link from habitat 2 to habitat 1. The migration rate is µ = 10−2 in
the time interval 5 · 108 < t < 1.5 · 109 and zero otherwise.

The functional diversity F D decreases and the intraguild predation Fi g p is reduced
by several orders of magnitude, reflecting the new network structure of only one
single trophic level above the resource. The total energetic loss X C and the total
consumption rate on the resource FCR decrease as well, reflecting the decreased
population sizes and the therefore decreased predation pressure on the resource.
As soon as migration is switched off, higher level species can again emerge and the
network quickly recovers to its former structure. The described emigration effect
becomes weaker for lower values of the migration rate µ. In case of µ = 10−5 , see
fig. 5.3, the emigration loss is so small that no obvious changes in the network
structure of habitat 2 occur.
The food web structure in the immigration habitat 1 is also influenced by the coupling. Initially, many native species are displaced by immigrants and the regional
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Figure 5.3.: An evolutionary metacommunity of two homogeneous habitats coupled via a weak,
directed migration link from habitat 2 to habitat 1. The migration rate is µ = 10−5 in
the time interval 5 · 108 < t < 1.5 · 109 and zero otherwise.

diversity becomes equal to the local diversity again. The stronger the migration
rate, the more native species are displaced. This can be seen in the difference
between the regional diversity and the local diversity of habitat 2.
Those species that immigrate to habitat 1, but also stay viable in their home habitat 2, provide a continuous biomass flow into the immigration habitat 1. For rather
small migration rates, the network in habitat 1 benefits from this biomass inflow
and is able to support more species, as shown in fig. 5.3. In case of a strong migration rate, the network structure in habitat 1 is dominated by the structure in habitat
2, as shown in fig. 5.2. The increased local diversity can not be maintained without
the biomass inflow due to immigration. As soon as the migration is switched off, an
extinction event takes place and the network in habitat 1 reduces to its former size
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and structure again. The measures of ecosystem functioning in habitat 1 remain
mostly unchanged during the whole coupling and decoupling process.
In this directed migration scenario, no rescue effect as explained in the previous
subsection is observed. Since the migration link is asymmetric, the rescue effect
could only happen in the immigration habitat 1. However, many potential parent
species with big body masses in habitat 1 do not have a suitable backup population
in habitat 2. They are either natives of habitat 1 that do not migrate or they are
natives of habitat 2 that cannot overcompensate the emigration losses in their home
habitat. Thus, evolutionary suicide is still possible in this scenario.

5.4 More complex variants
As in section 3.3, I also discuss scenarios, where either the spatial landscape or
the migration link is designed in a more complex way, in order to get a deeper
understanding of the system. As an example of a more complex spatial landscape,
I investigate migration between heterogeneous habitats, see subsection 5.4.1. The
investigations in subsection 5.4.2 on adaptive and density dependent migration
were performed by Stephanie Kulpe and Theresa Hofmann in the course of their
bachelor theses [125, 126].

5.4.1 Heterogeneous habitats
Here, I introduce a scenario of two habitats that differ in the respiration rates mimicking for example the effect of different climate conditions. In the first habitat, the
original respiration rate of x i = 0.314· m−0.25
is applied, whereas species in the seci
ond habitat suffer from an increased respiration rate of x i = 2 · 0.314 · m−0.25
. This
i
leads to a decreased amount of total biomass C in the system. Less biomass flows
from lower to upper trophic levels leading to fewer viable trophic levels, fewer body
mass clusters and hence to a decreased functional diversity. The maximum viable
body mass is reduced by approximately one order of magnitude, as shown in fig.
5.5 and 5.4.
After coupling the two networks, we observe a mixture between the effects observed in the previous section. The species composition in both networks becomes
identical as soon as migration is switched on, as with undirected migration between homogeneous habitats. However, the population sizes differ due to the
differing respiration rates, leading to a persistent biomass flow, as with directed
migration between homogeneous habitats. Typically, the migration is now directed
from rather big populations in the more life-sustaining environment in habitat 1 to
rather small populations in the more life-hostile environment in habitat 2.
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Figure 5.4.: An evolutionary metacommunity of two heterogeneous habitats coupled via a strong,
undirected migration link. In habitat 1, the original respiration rate of x i = 0.314 ·
m−0.25
is applied, whereas species in habitat 2 suffer from an increased respiration
i
rate of x i = 2 · 0.314 · m−0.25
. The migration rate is µ = 10−2 in the time interval
i
5 · 108 < t < 1.5 · 109 and zero otherwise.

With a rather high migration rate of µ = 10−2 (fig. 5.4), we observe again the
disappearance of species with big body masses due to the biomass loss of emigration in habitat 1. Also the stabilizing influence of the rescue effect, as explained in
subsection 5.3.2, is visible in the increase of the diversity. The functional diversity
in habitat 2 increases as well during the migration interval, since the additional
biomass due to immigration is now also able to support species with body masses
bigger than 5. After the migration is switched off, the food web in habitat 2 collapses immediately to its former size and the food web in habitat 1 recovers soon
afterwards due to mutation events.
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Figure 5.5.: An evolutionary metacommunity of two heterogeneous habitats coupled via a weak,
undirected migration link. In habitat 1, the original respiration rate of x i = 0.314 ·
m−0.25
is applied, whereas species in habitat 2 suffer from an increased respiration
i
rate of x i = 2 · 0.314 · m−0.25
. The migration rate is µ = 10−5 in the time interval
i
5 · 108 < t < 1.5 · 109 and zero otherwise.

The lower the migration rates, the weaker are the described effects. With a rather
small migration rate of µ = 10−5 (fig. 5.5), no rescue effect is observed. The population sizes of the immigration species in habitat 2 with body masses bigger than
105 stay far below their extinction threshold. Similar to the additional species
observed as outcome 1 in section 3.2.2, they are not able to really establish themselves. Their population sizes are too small to become a parent species in this
habitat. They are also too small to be a suitable backup population for parent
species in habitat 1. Therefore, evolutionary suicide is possible and the species
turnover is not influenced by the migration link in this case.
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5.4.2 More complex types of migration
Before I performed the simulations presented in this chapter, I supervised two
bachelor theses. Stephanie Kulpe [125] and Theresa Hofmann [126] compared
diffusive migration to other types of migration in a setting of two homogeneous
habitats. Both theses reveal very interesting results and helped immensely to get a
first understanding of the behavior of the model in spatial landscapes.
However, the results are difficult to compare to my own results, due to the fact
that a modified extinction criterion was in use. Instead of a critical individual
density as in the original model version, a critical biomass density as in the model
by Loeuille and Loreau was applied. At first sight, this is only a minor change
and it can even be intuitively motivated, as will be discussed in subsection 6.2.1.
However, after these two theses were finished, I realized that this seemingly minor
change does in fact have a major impact on the resulting networks. Nevertheless,
some results, which seem to be independent of the extinction rule, are explained in
the following two subsections.

Adaptive migration
Stephanie Kulpe implemented adaptive migration, where the migration rate of a
species is proportional to its growth rate if this growth rate is negative and zero
otherwise, according to equation 3.3. She focused on directed migration, where
only species from habitat 2 are able to migrate to habitat 1 [125]. The rescue effect
is naturally excluded in this scenario, because the migration rate depends only on
the local situation in habitat 2.
This type of migration is fundamentally different from diffusive migration. Like
the model by Loeuille and Loreau, this model also typically approaches fixed points,
where all growth rates and hence all migration rates are zero. However, the repeated emergence of new mutants disturb the system and after each successful
mutation, the system approaches a new fixed point. Therefore, migration is limited
in time to these periods of network restructuration.
Species that become extinct due to the emergence of a new mutant in habitat
2 have the highest migration rates and therefore the best chances to become established in habitat 1. Other species, that become disturbed but not extinct, have
much smaller migration rates and therefore worse chances to become established.
They reappear again and again with tiny population sizes in habitat 1, whenever
their populations in their home habitat 2 is disturbed by a new mutant.
In summary, adaptive migration influences the species composition, but network
properties like the fraction of species per trophic levels or the amount of biomass
per trophic level are independent of this type of migration. This is due to the fact
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that there is no constant biomass flow from habitat 2 to habitat 1 and consistent
with the results of Eva Marie Weiel, see subsection 3.3.3.

Density dependent migration
Theresa Hofmann implemented a type of density dependent migration between
both habitats, according to the work of Florian Schwarzmüller [126, 57]. The basic
idea of this migration type is that the biomass density of a species in a habitat is
directly related to several emigration triggers such as intra-specific competition or
food availability. The emigration rate of a species i is thus assumed to follow a
sigmoidally increasing relationship with its biomass density Bi,h on habitat h:
µi,h→h0 = 


B Mi 1 −

2
Bi,h
−1 2
µ
max

2

2
+ Bi,h

· µma x .

(5.7)

B Mi is the mean biomass density of species i. For high biomass densities, this function saturates at µmax . Theresa Hofman varied the value of µma x between 0.5 and
10−7 .
A significant difference between diffusive and density dependent migration can
be observed in a situation of directed migration between the two habitats. We
have observed in fig. 5.2 that with strong diffusive migration, species in habitat 2
become extinct due to the biomass flow to habitat 1. With density dependent migration, most species in habitat 2 survive the onset of migration. Their population
size is reduced until their migration rates are so small that they can be overcompensated. Small populations consume less resources. Therefore, new mutants can
establish themselves. The effect can lead to a significantly increased regional diversity without a dramatic change in the functional diversity.

5.5 Discussion
One first striking difference between the metacommunities discussed here and the
metacommunities based on the model by Loeuille and Loreau (chapter 3) is that the
additional mini-populations of outcome 1 are not observed within homogeneous
habitats. With the new model and undirected diffusive migration, the networks
become identical. This corresponds to outcome 2, but is here independent from the
migration rate.
This is due to the different design of the competition term. In the model by
Loeuille and Loreau, competition is exclusive, meaning that usually only one of two
competing species survives. Thus, the box-shaped competition range specifies the
equally distributed viable niches within a trophic level on the body mass axis. The
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competition with native species limits the population sizes of immigrating species
so that additional mini-populations can be observed.
In the new model, competition is modeled as a term in the denominator of the
consumption rate. High competition values lead to less predation input, but not to
a loss of biomass. The viable niches within a trophic level (and hence the number
of species per trophic level) are not fixed as in the first model. They depend on
the current situation in the food web, e.g. on the biomass densities of the competitor species and hence on their competition pressure. New viable niches can
occur within a given trophic level, when all species within that level experience decreasing population sizes, for example according to emigration losses as observed
in habitat 2 in fig. 5.2. The network structure therefore strongly depends on the
current spatial situation, in contrast to the results in chapter 3.
Even though the additional mini-populations of outcome 1 do not occur within
homogeneous habitats, something similar does occur within heterogeneous habitats. The species compositions become identical, but the dispersal is directed from
the more life-sustaining environment in habitat 1 to the more life-hostile environment in habitat 2. Species with big body masses immigrate to habitat 2, but they
are scarcely able to establish themselves. The mechanism is similar to outcome
1, where the biomass gain due to immigration is not sufficient to overcompensate
the biomass loss due to the competition with natives. Here, it is not sufficient to
overcompensate the increased respiration rate. The effect is the same: The populations of the immigrants stay small and they disappear as soon as the migration is
switched off.
Apart from the emergence of new viable niches due to changes in the biomass
densities, also another effect occurred here, but was not observed with the model
by Loeuille and Loreau, namely the rescue effect. Here, it prevents evolutionary
suicide of species with big body masses. This stabilizes the upper trophic levels and
therefore the whole network, leading to the complete filling of all available viable
niches and hence to an increase of the diversity and to more complex networks than
in isolated habitats. This corresponds to the ideas of Gravel et al. [69] and Pillai
et al. [70], who also stated that space might be the key to the diversity-stability
debate as explained in subsection 1.2.2.
The rescue effect and its influences on the network evolution could not be observed in the model by Loeuille and Loreau, since the resulting networks are
already very stable and since all viable niches are and remain occupied, as explained in chapter 2. However, the rescue effect is well known from other studies
[134, 135, 136]. For example, Plitzko and Drossel constructed niche networks and
placed them on several patches in a (non-evolving) metacommunity [137]. The
population sizes were initiated with random values, which led to random extinction events in case of isolated habitats or very small migration rates. Intermediate
migration rates led to the re-occupation of habitats and therefore to the survival
of more species. This is measured as a significantly (but not dramatically) in77

creased value of the robustness, which is the average proportion of species that
are present after the system has reached an attractor. With the simulations presented in this chapter, I show that the rescue effect, which actually concerns only
very few species, can in fact have a much more dramatic influence on the network
structure as a whole, when evolution and species turnover are taken into account.
The investigations of evolutionary metacommunities presented in this chapter are
still work in progress. More simulations of the scenarios presented here are needed
for a statistically thorough analysis in order to quantitatively describe the observed
effects. Also longer simulations are needed in order to discuss the long-term behavior of coupled food webs. The scenarios presented here (only two habitats,
the same spatial topology for all species, the same migration type and rate for all
species, etc) are certainly oversimplified and the results can therefore probably not
be readily transferred to real ecosystems.
However, these first approaches already provide interesting insights. Dobson et
al. stated that species from high trophic levels react most sensitively to a changing environment [3]. The authors therefore recommend that conservation ecology
should aim at the preservation of top predators, since they serve as an important
alarm bell. If ecosystems can maintain healthy populations of top predators, it is
likely that they will also contain healthy populations of many lower level species
that perform a diversity of ecosystem services. My results confirm that the top
trophic level is extremely sensitive to changes in the spatial environment. Moreover,
I could show that changes in this level, although they are rather small compared to
the network as a whole, already have a massive impact on the evolving network.
As Loreau highlighted, evolutionary food web models potentially provide major contributions to the BEF debate [124], because both short-term and long-term
responses of ecosystems to changes in their environment can be taken into account. Here I analyzed a changing spatial topoloy as one example of environmental
changes. In this context I found two effects that arise from the interplay of evolution and dispersal, namely the rescue effect that prevents evolutionary suicide on
the one hand and the increase of diversity due to the emergence of new niches due
to emigration on the other. Both effects influence the food webs in the metacommunity dramatically. They could not be observed or explained in previous studies
that disregard either evolution or dispersal or both.
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6 Conclusion
In the following section a summary of my results can be found. Some ideas for
further research topics are subsequently presented in section 6.2.

6.1 Summary
In this thesis, I investigated evolutionary metacommunities. The food webs analyzed here are neither static nor isolated, in contrast to various previous studies. Instead, they are modeled as "evolutionary networks of networks" that take
both species turnover and spatial influences into account. I used two different
evolutionary food web models to describe the local dynamics within one habitat.
Metacommunities built with the model by Loeuille and Loreau are able to generate
several results that were already known before from non-evolving (!) metacommunity studies. For example, this includes the decrease of the global diversity with an
increasing migration rate, as explained in chapter 3. Two outcomes were observed
in a wide range of spatial settings, namely either additional mini-populations in
case of small migration rates or mostly identical networks in case of high migration
rates. A similar behavior is known from plants (outcome 1) and birds (outcome 2)
analyzed in an island study by Sax et al. [99].
It is known from several studies that the combination of space and evolution leads
to phenomena that can not be observed or explained when either evolution or space
is considered. Examples for such studies were mentioned in subsection 1.2.5 and
throughout this thesis. Hence, it is very surprising at first sight that the same results,
that were initially known from metacommunities with static species compositions,
are now also observed in an evolutionary context. However, on second sight, it is
less surprising when considering the peculiarities of this particular model.
The resulting networks are remarkably stable, as explained in chapter 2. Species
are characterized by their body mass, which is the only evolving trait. Even if a
mutant species is able to successfully displace its parent species, it does not change
the network structure, since parent and mutant species usually have similar body
masses and hence a similar function in the network. This mechanism is still at
work when several habitats are coupled, which explains the similar results from
this study and from non-evolving metacommunity studies. However, the species
composition can be dependent on the spatial setting even if the network structure
is not (e.g. with adaptive migration).
A more realistic evolutionary food web model has been introduced in chapter 4.
It is based on the results presented in chapter 2: A successful evolutionary food
web model needs to fulfill two conditions, which are the evolution of more traits
in addition to body mass on the one hand and reasonable restrictions for each
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evolving trait on the other. The resulting food webs are not only more realistic than
the results by Loeuille and Loreau, they also show a continuous species turnover.
This turnover is triggered via a specialization-extinction circle on the one hand and
evolutionary suicide on the other. The model supports the hypothesis that mass
extinctions need external drivers, but that smaller extinction events are an intrinsic
property of ecosystems.
The model also provides answers to other urgent questions in ecology, for example concerning climate change, biodiversity and ecosystem functioning (BEF) and
metacommunity theory. The latter two topics are considered in chapter 5. Since the
isolated model without space already shows a broader range of phenomena than
the model by Loeuille and Loreau, it is no surprise that the same is true in a spatial
context. The viable niches are less static and the capacities of the trophic levels
strongly depend on the current situation in the network. The food web structures
react to changes in the spatial environment and the model is therefore able to show
not only short-term but also long-term effects.
I found two phenomena that arise from the interplay between evolutionary and
spatial dynamics. The rescue effect leads to a stabilization of the top species and
therefore of the whole network. Decreasing populations (for example due to emigration losses) lead to the emergence of new viable niches. Both effects lead to an
increasing regional diversity.
These phenomena can not be observed or explained with previous metacommunity approaches, where species turnover is not considered. The metacommunity
scenarios presented in chapter 5 provide a good impression of the possible longterm effects of habitat coupling and de-coupling and of how dramatic these effects
might be. The specific outcomes may of cause be due to the specific design of
the model and the spatial settings. Other models and spatial settings with other
local interaction and dispersal rules will probably lead to different results. However, the fact that the interplay of both mechanisms leads to dramatic changes is
certainly transferable to other studies. This strongly indicates that an increased focus on the interplay of the evolutionary and the spatial perspective on food webs
is necessary. A deeper understanding of the mechanisms that stabilize ecosystems
despite changes in the species composition and the spatial environment is urgently
needed before habitat fragmentation, habitat isolation and other interventions lead
to irreversible consequences.
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6.2 Outlook
Some ideas for further research were already mentioned in the discussion parts of
the individual chapters and will not be repeated here. Instead, I would like to highlight three important topics that might represent the next steps in understanding
evolutionary metacommunities.

6.2.1 How dead is dead?
The new evolutionary food web model presented in chapter 4 uses a critical individual density as the extinction criterion for all species. Without a deeper understanding of the mechanisms that drive species towards extinction, this criterion
represents a lowest boundary: Assuming sexual reproduction, two individuals are
the absolute minimum of a viable population. However, two elephants in an area
as big as Darmstadt are able to find each other, whereas the same task is probably
more difficult for two mice.
A perhaps more intuitive extinction threshold would be a critical density of two
individuals per home range H, which is the typical area, which one individual is
able to roam through during its lifetime. Jetz et al. suggested that the home range
scales approximately linear with body mass m: H ∝ c · m1 [138], which leads to a
constant critical biomass Bcrit density for all species:
Bcrit =

2
H

·m=

2
c

· m1

·m=

2
c

Theresa Hofmann and Stephanie Kulpe used this alternative extinction criterion
in their bachelor theses, as mentioned in section 5.4.2. Recent test simulations
with this criterion resulted in surprisingly different results. Initially, the networks
emerge and evolve in the same way as in the simulations performed with the original extinction criterion. However, in case of long time scales and in contrast to the
simulations presented in this work, the extinction events become rarer and smaller
over time. Moreover, the network structure differs significantly from the networks
presented in this work, with many species in high trophic levels and only a few
species in low trophic levels.
With the original extinction criterion, species in high trophic levels and with big
body masses are typically close to their extinction threshold. As a consequence, they
are at risk of going extinct during a mutation process, since the mutant’s biomass is
always derived from the parent species. In this case, even if the mutant is unable to
establish itself, the parent species goes extinct, which mimics evolutionary suicide
[32]. The loss of those top-predators creates new niches or changes the capacity
of already existent niches and thus furthers the continuous species turnover in the
whole network. With the alternative extinction criterion, the same species would
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have a much lower extinction threshold. The risk of going extinct during a mutation
event is thus smaller, resulting in less species turnover and more species on higher
trophic levels.
Not only the extinction criterion is important, but also the exact value of the
threshold. Smaller or larger values can lead to the survival of more or less species
and hence to networks of different sizes. Additionally, it may even be important
how often the extinction criterion is applied. Imagine a mutant in a metacommunity
that is initialized in one habitat at its extinction threshold. When applying the
criterion at each time step, such a mutant would hardly have a chance to establish
itself due to emigration losses. However, it might be viable, if it is able to establish
itself in other habitats and remigrates at some point. Thus, when checking for
example at each mutation event, more mutants can survive.
The above mentioned observations suggest that the extinction criterion plays a
highly important role in evolutionary food web models. So far, this issue receives
very little attention. Many authors use some "small" extinction threshold and argue
that the exact value or the characteristic of this threshold is not important since all
populations are usually much bigger. This argument might be reasonable for static
network structures. However, it is inappropriate for evolutionary food web models,
since new species keep on entering the system until some species are close to their
extinction threshold. For example, Loeuille and Loreau simply used a constant
critical biomass density for all species [1] and concentrated on their analysis of
other model components. A justification for this extinction rule (or a motivation
via home ranges as explained above) is lacking in the original article. The same
holds for the evolutionary niche model [45].
A thorough analysis of realistic mechanisms driving a species towards extinction
and of the influences of different extinction rules on food webs is definitely necessary in order to evaluate the reliability and capability of evolutionary food web
models.

6.2.2 Increasing spatial complexity
So far, I have concentrated on rather simple spatial landscapes of only two coupled
habitats. Larger systems with more realistic (which means more complex) spatial
topologies would probably lead to more realistic results, which are perhaps able to
reflect the enormous range of different outcomes observed in nature.
However, including more and more "realistic" features of ecosystems is problematic. There are basically two types of modeling: Either you wish to produce as
realistic results as possible, or you wish to build a model that is as simple as possible but able to explain a certain phenomena. Trying to cover the complexity of
nature in metacommunity models bears the risk of building models that are too
complex to be understandable. Such models might be valuable for reproducing
data sets or for forecasting, but they are useless for generating a basic understand82

ing. I therefore concentrate only on a few selected ideas of an increased spatial
complexity that might provide useful insights.
Fragmented landscapes in nature (e.g. archipelagos, fragmented forests, systems
of waterbodies etc) usually consist of more than two habitats. Increasing the number of habitats is therefore the first idea of an increased spatial complexity. Ristl et
al. found that the spatial topology has a significant influence on the food webs [58].
In this context, not every possible spatial topology is meaningful. For example, a
fully connected spatial network seems to be inappropriate, since connections to
habitats far away should be weaker than connections to closer habitats. Migration
links should therefore depend on the distance between two habitats, as for example
considered by Schwarzmüller and Brose [57]. Species dependent topologies could
also be of interest, since the same distance can be a short hop for one species and
insuperable for another.
As a first approach towards larger evolutionary metacommunities, it would be
interesting to study spatial topologies of 5 habitats. This is still small enough to be
easy to handle, but yet complex enough to generate several possible spatial topologies. Plitzko and Drossel analyzed niche networks on several 5-patch-topologies
and stated that they have a significant impact on the robustness of metacommunities [137]. However, their investigations are not able to show the long-term
influences of the spatial topologies. They found that especially the star topology
furthers the robustness, since the central habitat accommodates a huge reservoir of
biomass. In an evolutionary context, this increased biomass reservoir might lead to
the emergence of new viable niches and therefore to an increase of the diversity.
Instead of x habitats building a certain spatial topology, it might also be enlightening to simply consider a lattice of habitats. Here, the concept of species
dependent migration rates can easily be implemented: Species with a small migration range can only migrate to next neighbor habitats, whereas other species
(e.g. birds) might also be able to migrate to habitats far away. A one dimensional
scenario of many habitats in a row would be a nice link to the work of Daniel Ritterskamp, who is currently analyzing food webs in a one dimensional continuous
space in the course of his PhD thesis.
However, the increase of complexity via an increase of the number of habitats
leads to higher computational effort. The evolutionary food web model presented
in this thesis is only suitable for systems with few habitats. Nevertheless, the spatial
complexity can also be increased without increasing the number of habitats.
A first idea would be to increase the complexity of the migration link. In this
thesis, I already discussed adaptive and biomass dependent migration rates as alternatives to diffusion. But even in these approaches, the same type of migration is
considered for all species in the system. In reality, several types of migration naturally coexist. An approach of rather random movement for lower level species and
rather adaptive movement for higher level species, that are able to evaluate and to
react to their current situation, might be interesting.
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A higher level of complexity can also be introduced via different properties of the
habitats in a metacommunity. In chapter 5 we have seen that especially the migration between heterogeneous habitats leads to interesting results. Metacommunities
with heterogeneous landscapes have already been studied by several authors - but
usually with static species compositions. In an evolutionary context, the food webs
are able to adapt to the local situation leading to different results compared to
previous studies and therefore to new insights.

6.2.3 A minimalistic but realistic evolutionary food web model
Unfortunately, the program runtime increases dramatically with the number of
habitats and makes the analysis of large metacommunities a challenging task. To
simulate a food web of S species, the solver has to deal with a (S × S) - matrix.
Two habitats with two different sets of species would accordingly correspond to a
(2S × 2S) - matrix, etc.
One idea to overcome this issue is to use a reduced version of the model presented in this work. Tobias Rogge started his master thesis in August 2014 and is
currently working on the details of such a minimalistic model. The evolutionary algorithm and the characterization of the species is very similar to the original model.
However, population dynamics is not explicitly taken into account, which leads to
an enormous reduction of program runtime. All populations and interaction links
are regarded to be either existent or absent. The effects that typically arise from
population dynamics are captured instead by a "survival index" that depends on the
trophic position of the species, on the number of ingoing and outgoing links and on
the number of competitors.
First promising results suggest that it is possible to obtain similar network structures as with the original model. Realistic network structures emerge and evolve
with very little computational effort. This minimalistic model might therefore be a
very powerful tool to evaluate statistical properties of metacommunities over long
timescales, over a large parameter space, and for a large number or a whole lattice
of coupled habitats.
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A Appendix

A.1 Empirical data
We used a recently compiled collection of empirical food webs from a variety of
different ecosystems (estuary, river, lake, marine, terrestrial) to test the evolving
model networks against [112], see fig. 4.5 and 4.6. The data was provided by
Christoph Digel and Jens Riede. This data set contains 65 food webs with species
numbers between 27 and 492. We did not evaluate all 65 food webs, but only
the 51 networks for which we also had the body masses of all species. The list of
empirical food webs used is given in table A.1.

A.2 Cutoff for weak links
Both evolutionary food web models discussed in this thesis define feeding links
between species using Gaussian feeding kernels. These feeding kernels extend in
principle over the whole niche axis. To obtain meaningful network structures, very
weak links have to be cut off. We removed all links that contribute less than a certain fraction of the average link to the total resources of the respective consumer.
Here, I demonstrate the effects of different cutoff values (fig. A.1). I also show how
the networks generated with the model by Loeuille and Loreau [1] are affected
when this cutoff criterion is applied. In general, a lower cutoff value leads to less
links being removed and thereby to a higher connectance. This is accompanied by
a lower fraction of top species, more species that are a part of feeding loops or that
are cannibalistic, and overall more similar species (in terms of decreasing standard
deviations of vulnerability and linkedness). Also, more links in the networks increase the clustering coefficient and decrease the characteristic path length. The
networks that were generated with the model by Loeuille and Loreau overall look
more realistic if our cutoff criterion is applied instead of the original one.
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No.
3
4
6
7

and name as in [112]
St. Mark’s
Ythan2010
Alford Lake
Balsam Lake

8
Beaver Lake
9
Big Hope Lake
10 Bridge Brook Lake
11 Chub Pond
12 Connery Lake
13 Hoel Lake
15 Stink Lake
16 Little Rock Lake
17 Sierra Lakes
18 Skipwith Pond

ref.
[139]
[141]
[142]
[142]

No.
33
34
35
36

[142]
[142]
[142]
[142]
[142]
[142]
[142]
[142]
[144]
[145]

37
38
39
41
42
44
45
47
50
51

19
21
22

Tuesday Lake
[147]
Lough Hyne
[149]
Mondego Zostera
Meadows
[151]
23 Caribbean Reef, small [152]

52
53
54
56

25

Weddell Sea

[104, 23, 149] 59

26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Bere Stream
Broadstone Stream
Alamitos Creek
Caldero Creek
Corde Matre Creek
Coyote Creek
Guadeloupe Creek

[153]
[155]
[140]
[140]
[140]
[140]
[140]

60
61
62
63
64
65

and name as in [112]
Guadeloupe River
Los Gatos Creek
Los Trancos Creek
San Francisquito
Creek
Saratoga Creek
Steverson Creek
Blackrock
Ross
Penetetia Creek
Canton
Dempster
Healy
Stony
Grand Caricaie
Cl C1
Coachella
EcoWeb 59
EcoWeb 60
Grand Caricaie
Sn C2
Grand Caricaie
Cm M2
Simberloff_E1
Simberloff_E2
Simberloff_E3
Simberloff_E7
Simberloff_E9
Simberloff_ST2

ref.
[140]
[140]
[140]
[140]
[140]
[140]
[140]
[143]
[140]
[143]
[143]
[143]
[143]
[146]
[148]
[150]
[150]
[146]
[146]
[154]
[154]
[154]
[154]
[154]
[154]

Table A.1.: List of empirical food webs used to test the evolving model networks
against, see fig. 4.5, 4.6 and A.1.
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(h)
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0.8
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Figure A.1.: The influence of different cutoff threshold values. A link is regarded as absent if it
contributes less than x% of the average link to the total resources of a consumer.
The first four entries represent an average over the four main realizations of the new
model. emp: Average over 51 empirical food webs. LL: Average over 75 simulations
of the model of Loeuille and Loreau [1].
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geduldigen Erklärungen als auch mit praktischen Programmschnipseln. Er und
Björn haben viel Wissen in das neue Model einfließen lassen und mir mit vielen
kleinen Tipps bei der Veröffentlichung geholfen.
Unterwegs war es dann mein Bürokollege Marco, der mich gelegentlich retten
musste. Er hat es in den letzten drei Jahren nicht immer leicht mit mir gehabt. Entweder er wurde samt Telefon aus dem Büro verbannt oder er musste mal wieder als
"Admin meines Vertrauens" tätig werden. Beides hat er mit erstaunlicher Gelassenheit ertragen und trotzdem immer für gute Laune gesorgt (Döp Döp Döp!).
Auch bei den restlichen Mitgliedern der AG Drossel und der DFG-Forschergruppe
möchte ich mich bedanken. Das nette Miteinander und diverse Highlights (z.B.
Spieleabende, Jonglierpausen, Kletterausflug, Meet&Move, mehrere großartige
Forschergruppentreffen, Workshop auf Spiekeroog, Besuch im Jugendstilbad, ...)
haben meine Zeit als Doktorandin praktisch zum Spaziergang gemacht. Besonders die Anregungen während der wöchentlichen Gruppentreffen weiß ich sehr
zu schätzen. Ein besonderer Dank geht hier an meine Mit-Doktoranden Sebastian, Christoph und Philipp und an meine "Underlings" Constantin, Jannis, Markus,
Theresa, Stephanie, Tobias und Eva Marie. Sie alle haben fleißig mitdiskutiert, An104

sätze hinterfragt, Fehler gefunden, zum Verständnis beigetragen und neue Fragen
aufgeworfen. Kurz: Sie haben meine Arbeit sehr vorangebracht.
Im Hintergrund gab es noch eine weitere Person, ohne die das alles nicht geklappt
hätte: Tobi! Er hat mich in der ganzen Zeit immer wieder unterstützt, mir den
Rücken freigehalten und sich alle meine Sorgen angehört. Außerdem hat er mich
am Anfang überhaupt auf die Idee gebracht, mich für diese Stelle zu bewerben
und damit ein bisschen über mich hinauszuwachsen. Mit ihm ist das Leben einfach
spannend und wunderschön. Wenn wir das hier geschafft haben, kann uns nichts
mehr aufhalten!
Auch meine Familie hat immer wieder mitgefiebert, motiviert, Frust ausgehalten
oder sich mitgefreut, wenn eine Teiletappe geschafft war. Meine Mutter hat ebenfalls mitkorrigiert und kurz vor der Ziellinie noch so manchen Wortdreher gefunden. Danke dafür! Zum Schluss geht noch ein besonderer Gruß an Jonathan, der
einfach unfassbar viel gute Laune verbreitet und dem es zu Recht herzlich Wurst ist,
was aus dieser Arbeit wird. Hauptsache, ich habe bald wieder Zeit zum Verstecken
spielen... :-)
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